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PREFACE

Thi* monograph is one of a series of twelve publications dealing

with the sciences in two-year colleges. These pieces are concerned

with agriculture, biology, chemistry, earth and space sciences, ecOnomics,

engineering, integrated social, sciences and anthropology, integrated

0atural sciences, mathematics, physics, psychOlogy, and sociology.

Except for the monograph dealing with engineering transfer programs, each

was written by staff associates of4he Center for the Study of Community

Colleges under a grant from the Rational Science Foundatial (#SED 77-

18477).

In additton to the peimary author of thiOnonograph, several people

were involved in its execution. Andrew Hill ;nd William Mooney were

instrumental in developing some of the procedures used in gathering the

.ciata. bthers involved in ttoulating information were Miriam Beckwith,

Uennifer Clark, William Cohen, Sandra Edwards, Jack Friedlander, And .

Cindy Issacson.

Field Research Corporation in San Francisco, under the direction of

Elea4 Murray, did the computer runs in addition to printing the

instructor survei employed in that portlioe of the'project dealing with

instructional practices. Bonnie Sanchez of the ERIC Clearinghouse for

JuRjor Colleges and Janice Newmark, Adlinistrative Coordinator of.the

tenter for the Study of.Community Colleges, prepared the materials'for

publication. CAInen Mathenge was responsible for manuscript typing.

Jennifer Park did the final compilation of the various bibliographies

for each monograph.

Florence B. Brewer cookiinated the writing activities and edited

each of the piecel. Arthur M. Cohen was responsible for overseeing the

entire project.

In4iddition to these people who providedso much input to the final-

izatioe,of.this.product, we wish to thank David Menke of. California

Stat.e University at Northridge and John Bowen of Cuesta College who

reviewed the manuscript and Rey Hannapel and Bill Aldridge of the National

Science -Foundation, who were project monitors.

p

Arthur M. Cohen Florence B. Brewer
Project Director Publications Coordinator
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SCIENCE EDULATION IN TWO-YEAR MUSES:

EARTN AND SPACE

Earth and soace science impinge on our daily life. The energy-

producing potential of the earth's surface has become tne 'subject of rag-

ing national debate by politicians, the oil industry, and the generai

Public. The welher affects our da.i.Ay activity.. Space and ocean explore-.

tion continue unceasingly and territorial disoutes are as prevalent today

as they hate been historically. This amount of activity places an im-

oortant educational responsibility on the earth and space sciences.

Two-year col)e9es are'an important setting for earth and spaxe science

education. They enroll one-third of all students in,higher education--

more than four million students. According to most recent figures, 40 per-

cent of all first-time, full-time students attend two-year colleges. 'WhEn

Part-time students.and students enrolling in the two-Year'college concur-

rently with or subsenuenIt to their enrolling in a senior institution are

taken into 4count, tte nuaer of first-year students taking two-year

college coursesApproximates two-thirds of all col,lege freshmen.

In response to open-door policy, an extremely diverse studwit popu-...

iation attends thc community college. They enroill in a wide range of cOurses

and Irograms (transfer, occupational, remedial, community service, and ter--

mi'nal degree). This size and diversity have implications for earth and

space scienct education, for structuring the earth and space science cur-

riculum, and for presenting earth science material to students. .

As part of A National Sctence Foundation (NSF) sponsored study of

science eduCation in communitv , junior and technical colleges in the United

'St.ates, this monoTraph explores earth and space science education. The

study., conducted tly the Center for the Study of Community Colleges, was
a

&slotted to nrovide a c.omor.;hensive picture of science cunriculum and in-

... I,f-r.ttore repiew of the most important reports of two-year

1
ft

4
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colleges science ed cation was conducted to determin what was already

kno0n about curricul and instruction-in the sciences. Curriculum data

(e.g., programs, crourse offerings, and prereguisites)Jor the 1977.48

'academic year were gathered from the catalogues and cliss schedules of

a representative national sanole of 175 colleges. A %ample of science

instructors for the 175 saMPle colleges were surveyed to determine in-

structional practices and to obtain some information about the faculty.

This information was collected to serve as a basis for investigating

deve,oping trends in science education and to document the current col-

, lege efforts in various fields of study.

The areas within earth and space sCience which are'treated in this

monograph are geography, geology,,astronomy, oceanography, meteorology,

and interdisciplinary earth science. Since more ma'tarials were available,
CP

in geology than in other.areas, the literSture review is domcnated by

that field. Thejournal_of Geological Education provides the most fertile

arena for information.. Periodically the joUrnal provides a listing of

resources and references in thesearth sciences (Wall & Wall', 1974, 1975a,

1975b). 'The Jourhal_of Geograpily ofiers geographers examples and sug-

gestions of toachIng apnroaches.. Astronomy, however, -doesnot have:, a

single forum for,information on astromimy education. Each of the dis-

ciplines does have committees and task forces that examine curricular and

instructional issues, e.g., the Council on Education in the Geological

Sciences sponsored by the American GeologiCal Instltute (e.g., Holland,

1971) and the Commission on College Geography sponsored by the Assoda-

tion of American Geographers. Tae.,.status Of earth sciences in a partic-

ular state may also occasionally be treated (Baker41976; Musa, 1970).

ln addition, annotated bibliograph;es have been published (1ayer & Wall,

1972a;n,c).

2
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PART I

EARTH-AND SPACE SCIENCE CURRILULUM

Any consideration of,curriculum must'take into account several

features that distinguish tfie comprehensive commuftity pllege from four-

yea'r institutions. The first characteristic concerns the multiple

missions of the two-year college. In addition to programs designed for

students transferriAg to four-year colleges, programs are provided for

termiltal students interested in,general education, for students in

Ei

occupational or vocational .ields, for students requiring remedial work

to nrepare to e'nter transf. or occupational prodrams, and for non-

degree students desiring cultural, recreational, or community interest

Courses.



A secOnd distinctive, feature of the community collegels the
1

trans-
. *

formatjon. in its student body. For eiample, the nuthber of students err-
V

C 4rolled in occupational programs has increased. frail 13 percent in 1965 to

50'percent in 1976 (AACJC, 1976) and Lombariif. (108) even dotes that "it

is not unusual to find colleges, even entire itate systems, where occupa-

tional enrollment's exceel transfer enrollments" (p. 1). The..number of ',
students participting in npn-credit courses or Orograms increased over

100 percent in one year (1.5 million in 1975 and 3.2 million in. 1976).
J

The fact that in 1976 as many gtudent enrolled in nonIcredit as credit

programs (Lombardi, 1978) prdvides further evidence of these changes.oc-

curring in community,college pragramming. Changes in the composition-of

the student population Itself include increases in the number of part-'

time, students, students over twenty-five, women refurning after extended
. ,

absence, seriior-citilens, students fro;71 mipority groups, and acadamically

"underprepared" students (Knbell, 1973). Traditional full-time students

enteriv the community c011e9e directly from high scP61 account for only

20 percent of the enrol!ments.
0

A third distinctive characteristichof the community college concerns

the nontraditional course-taking.oatterns of its students. The comthunity

college curriculum no Longer reflects the classical, coherent, integrated,
P

planned programs; students drop in and, step out, change majors, and begin

programs without comPjeting them .(Cohen: 1979).

These characteristics pose dilemma for the earth science curriculum.

Who should t\e curriculum serve? S'hould separate introductory courses be

offered for majors ane nonmajors? Should earth science courSes be geared

toward the transfer. institutions or be adjusted for less academically

prepared students? The literature begins to indicate how the earth sci-

gnces have addressed these questions. The report of the Curriculum Study

data, which, follow, compares these data with tindings reported in the

literature.

401'
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THE LITERATURE

_Geology %

- While a student atthe UniversitY of,Edinburgh in 1825, Charles Darwin

attended a field lecture of ProfeSsur Jameson lhat so bored him he 'was

moved to write, "the sofe effect produced omme was the determination never

as 'brig ai I lived to read a tgok on geology or in any way study the sci-

ence." Since then, geology iestructors,have lone to great lengths to.

interest and excite their students in the science, and geological educators

tdday are still largely responsible for their students'. decisions to con-

tinue 4n the field.

Rhodes (1975)%brovides a good overview of the factors influencing geo-'

Inical education:. changes in employmentatrends, financial stringency,

general college enrollment declines, increased accountability, decline in

students4 overall high school prgeration and grade.inflatiOn. In the

late 1950s, peak oil reseries cauiat'Aayoffs of exploration geologists,

which was then geology's major source of employment. This can probably

be pinpoknted as the beginning of the trend to seek jobs in academia, and

the exOnsion of departments at a much greater pace than student need

(Tomikel, 1972).

The launching of Sputnik directed governmental attention to science

education but funds were channelled into physics, chemistry, and mathe-

matics. A decrease in geology majors and cutbacks in course offerings

followed. .The Council on Education in theleologicAl Sciences (CEGS)
. r-

looked into ways and means to liring about an.I'Mprement in undergraduate

geological eduC'ation.s This program, conducted by the American Geological

Institute, became cne of the most important sources of information,

evaluetion, and the development of educational materials for Earth Sci-
.

ence in the-1960s. In addition, the Earth Science Curriculum Project's.

(ESCP) attempt to create a potential geology major pool among high school

students opened up 0 new area of employment for tPachers (Romey, 1970,

1971. 1912) and was partly responsible for a rise in undergraduate geol-

ogy students in the mid-1960s. In the late 1960s financial stringency

forced geology's economic dependence on cleneral studies and departments

5
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';:t education (Tomikel, 197)0, .The energy crisis along in the l\70's dematids

an increase in individuals wI ith a sound geoldgy,6ackground (Henderson,

.\
r .

1974a).
. .

.

\

't,
Within the college departnents, other factors influenced the\curric-

.
\ .

uluM. A survey of.CEGS on vital skills to geologists and their.set

rpted'tomp4tence pointed out many areapof strength and weakness in \ "-

courses pnd programIqReeves S Delo, 1970). The trend tovard quantifca-

tion made mathematic's skills more important and interdepartmental solutions

to pobVems resulted.in intendisciplinary courses aneWOgrams. In the-,

late 1960's the social revolu..)n as i-eflected in a greater flexibility\in

instruction and experimentation with course schedulirtg,,attracting many

students who otherwise would ne'rr'have attempted a geology class. 'Changes
.e

in departmental emphases in the 19.70'T were causecrby recent advance's and

.socletal need for specialists, especially in" such aceas as water resources,

maCerials research, economic, urban, and envir'onmental geology.

Under the auspices of the CoUncil on Education irithe-Geological

-Criences, Bowen (1972) and Rhodes et al. (1971) each provide perspec-
.

tives on the development of geological curriculum. In addition, the lk

E.rt& Science Teacher Preparation Project (1972) describes irnoyative

curriculum developments. Issues discussed include:. departmental require-
,

ments in courses and credit hours", core program offerings, the role of.

rpitated sciences (Rhodes et al.+, 1971), degree of permitsable Specializa-

tion. articulation With four-year transfer institution:is(Dennison, 1972).

current necessary ski L.ls, and anticipated futre needs (Reeves & Delo, 1970).

According to Ridky and Stoever (1978). "despite the fact that more

than one hi re(' and fifty million dollars has been spent over the past '

two decades in federally ;timulated science course improvement programs,

there continues to be an obvious absence of a definable and well founded

model of curriCulum development" (p. 67). For which students should

classes be designed? Decisions need to he made to decide whether to

tri ,excito the general humanities student with the philosophical concepts of

nPologit'al time and the effects of the search for minerals on human

hi.,,tory or to provide a rigorous scientific and mathematical base for

6
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continuing,majors.
Further debate centers aroundmhether.separate cOurses

should be offeeed for majors and nonmajors (Hay, 1972). ,

What does the geol .0,91, Curriculum $1.1
the two-year college look like?

According to Roth's (1969) survey of 186 too-year colleges,
the most com-

mon geology-courses are physical geology (73%), historical geology (68%),

survey of geology (36%) and minerology* (19%), Similar figures were re-

ported by Qutub and Brehman (1972) who found that of the 906 two-year

colleges.responding to
their-survey most offered physical geologY (60)

,

and histOrical geology (53%); minerology MIS offered.by 12 percent. , *

Soecialized courses in response to current national Concerns are also

available in the first two yearS--of undergraduate
work'ind serve to at-

tract many students to the departments.

In 1962 less than 10 percent of all colleges offered oceanography,
. l

while in 1968 more than-a third did. Largely responsible for this were

the funds supplied
toOceanography by the Nationel Sdence Foundation

in the form of grants.k
In 1972, 13 percent of two-year colleges offered

such a course (Qutub & Brehm, 1972). Decreasing course offerings were

mainly in the economic geology seere or courses dealArg with the search

for energy and minera l resources and accompanying techniques (Tornikel,

1972), although Skehan
(1973) felt that the'y will be Most important

courses in the 1980s and '90s. A deCline in courses-such as map7reading

can be attributed t6 their incorporation into other'classes, mainly 4n

the form of laboratories (Tomikel, 102).

A survey by Hendrix and.Sutt4er (1918) found that field courses

have been essentially the save since 1967, except in terms of casts and

enrollment, which were both'uP sharply. Sylvester's (1977) surVey,

however, revealed a de-emphasis on field geology and decreasing course

offerings, Qutub,and Beeman
(19721...report that 14 percent of the two-

year colleges they survmd offered field geology:
Cameron (1973) felt)

that since there are very few,paleontology majors the course should be

designed more for the general public. 'He found that student enrollments

increased 400 percent by changing the course title to "History of Life"

and.dropoing,the
introductori geology and science

requirements, and

7
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eliminating the detailed memorization of morphological terms and selected

geneta. Only 5 percent of the colleges in Qutub and Brehman's (1972)

two-year college samplt,..'offered paleontology.

In the long-terd view, the numbers ot necessary -courses and credit

hours decrehse whenever geologyis unpopular with students or offers

1rttle opportuni,ty in the job. miirket (Tomikel, 1972). .PA most_institu-

tions a year eachis requited ln the cognate sciences of physics, chemistry,

and math (Rhodes, 1971). In fact most lower division courses for the

majorare not geology courses at all but.thesd'basic sciences or .breadth,

courses. Transfer students find a particular problemin being out of

sequence with the four-year institutions, which often have differing re-.

quirements and emphases, some of whicli their first college cannot even

provide.

Tileir.Itroductourse. By fak.t4le?nekst importarft-geoLogy class is

the introductory course, or the physical/historical satiquence. Except in

petroleum producing regions, Thornton (1972) reports this type of course

often is the only geology offering. Madeley (1978) lists the objectives

of the course for the general student as making students better observers

of surface processes, having experience of using topography and aerial

'photographic maps, creating more conducive condttions for the development

.)f mineral and fossil fuel resources, and making a better generation of

land builders. There is a trend to constantly reevaluate Oe scheduling

and instructional format of the physical geology course. Aimajor problem

is whether to offer the physical course separately from the histx.,.-ical
o

course (Zenger, 1972) or combine them together in a year-long program

(Roth, 1969; Rudolpho, 1972). The history referred to in historical

courses generally deals with earth processes and life changes through

time, but a trend has been noted by Rhodes (1971) to emphasize the Histor-

ical development of the discipline and the contribution of science to

mankind. Historical geology offerings have remained generally unchenged

in the last two decades (Tomikel, 1972).

Since most two-year college programs are designed foe general educa-

tion (Roth, 1969) and since 95 to 98 percent of students in introductory
4.
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geology do not plan 09 majoring or becoming professional in geology

.(Keller, 1973), it,is difficult to know how rigorous, a foundation for

future study shoula be provided for future scientists, or what amount.of

humanities-oriented or current interest material shbuld be 'ncluded in the
course. Laboratories may become largely irrelevant when the nonmajor type
of student is considered (Rhodes, 1971).

A great amount of flexibility:in Programing is offered to attract
students (12Oley, 11969), such as one-unit, five-week packages (Rhodes,

1971), minicourses (Fleischer A Wilson, 1975;.Schmidt & Cprpenter, 1975),

student-centered (tutorial) ir:troductory courses (Romey, 19724), separate

classes for nonmajors (Hay, 197; Keller, 1973), and interdiscipNlary

programs. (Rhodes, 1971). Traditional course material can be topic-centered,

such-as Cazeau and Storber's (1976) "Great Mysteries of the Earth" or-can
instruct by involvement in an outside project of real importance in such

fields as land use plan*IllEetter 1 Hoffman, 1975). Reports by the
creators of these scheduling innovations indicate their success in terms

of increased student enrollment.

Geograph..y

Although physical geography often is the regly type of'geography in-

cluded in an examination of earth sciences (Qutub & Brehman, 1972: Wall,

1973b), our study includes the entire.range of geographical offerings.

The most comprehensive study of geography in the two-year college was

undertaken by the Panel of.Geography in the Two-Year College (1970)

sponsored by the Association of American Geographers. The panel found

that.the profile of geography at the two-year college is siMilar to that

found in the lower division of the four-year college. A strong emphasis

exists on such introductory themes as.physical, cultural, world regional,

and economic ueography.

The Panel conducted its study by surveying 855 two-year college

presidents,. Seventy-seven percent restninded and the Panel suspected that

the nonresnondents, which tended to be small'and/Or church-related

colleges with limited programs, did not offer geography. They concluded

9



that 48 percent (407 colleges) offered one or more geography courses in
1968-1969. Oeography had the highest 'level of representation in states

where the two-year college is strongest: California, Florida, Illinois.

The Wnst/Southwest and Southeast accounted for the most geography courses'.

(61%), while the North Atlantic region offeced the fewest.

When they assessed the.number of scheduled geography rourses, the
Panel found that physical', world and regional, cultural, and economic

geography accounted for 73 percent of courses taught in the designated
brder. A study by the Commission on College Geography, 19460967 indi-

cated that the courses constituted the same hierarchy in frequency of

offerings.as the Panel's study. Eighty-two percent of geography enroll-.

ments were in these four types of courses.

Two-year college geography curriculum developers face several dilem-
mas. For example, should themes developed and,principles and fa.cts pre-

setited in introductory courses provide for the general education of the

transfer student, the terminal student, or both? Should,the material be

oriented to crofessional needs of students earning baccalaureates rather

than toward general education? Should this be accomplished through

diffOng courses Or in single courses? The Panel's recommendations begin'

to tackle these dilemmas. (For an example of how these recommendations

have been implemented in one two-year college see McDannold,, 1977). The

Panel also cites examples of types of course offerings that represent

various aporoaches to meeting the needs of the unique student population.

For example, to meet the general education needs of certain terminal

schools a "World Patterns" course has been offered for potential air lines

employees, and an urban focus to geography was adopted in courses for

auto mechanics. architectural drawing, and cosmetology students.

Astronomy

Only a few figures indicate tile scope of astronomy in the two-year

college. Thornton's (1969, 1972) small, but national, sample indicated

that 43 Percent of the colleges offered astronomy in 19b6 compared to

5c percent in 1972. Qutub and Brehman (1972) found 37 percent of their

10



sample .of 90k two-year colleges offered astronomy.. The discussions of

astrononiy, however, are usually not giared to the two-year colleges.

specifically as evidenced by the literature review conducted by Wall

(1973a).

The Nalional. AcideMy of Science set up the Astronomy Survey Committee

in 1969 to hevelop a ten-year plan for'astronomy's future. One important

conclusion about the future concerned the expense of astronomy education;

the curriculuaCimplication'of this expense was that in reality astronomers

do not need extensive undergraduate requirements in astronomy (Greenstein,

1973). Thus, as in geology, this conclusion indicates the importance of

&cognate sciences in an astronomy program.

Studies genera1ly indicate a need for astronomers that is not being

filled by educational programm (Astyonomy: Too attractive science, 1975;

Berendzen, 1970). In 1975 the National Academy of Science'Made reCom-

. mendations to combat this situation (Astronomy: Too attractive science,

1975).

The value of planetariums appears central to a discussion of astron.6

omr,curriculum (King 81 Breuder, 1977; Ortell, 1977; Reed, 1970; Roberts,

1970) although Thornton (1972)4found that-"even colleges with planetariums

offer limited transfer courses in astronomy" (p. 232). Astronomy's part

in the two-year college curriculum that serves nondegree students who

take courses for interest or general education may also be undertaken

by adult education programs in-planetariums. Downing (1972) conducted a

survey of 145 planetariums in the United States and Canada'to determine

I
the extent of adult education programs. He _found that the pp ence of

adult education directors,was important to the existence of rograms.

Oceanunphy

In 1970 a conference on training 6f marine technicians in the two-

year colleges considered all aspects of marine technology orogram

development. Descriptions of 21 programs were included in the confer-

ence report (Gill'e & Pratt, 1971). A detailed examination of marine

technology programs in California was undertaken which was presented in

11



terms of ts national implications for developing this type of.program in

1968 (Chan,. 1968). Not only is oceanography part of vocational programs,

but it is-taught in two-year colleges as part of tHe transfer currlculum

and adult education; the latter includes such areas as sailing,-boat build-

ing, scuba diving, and marine biology (Philp, 1978). rhirteen percent cf

the 906. two-year colleges responding to Qutub and Brehman's (1972) survey

offer a course in oceanography.

Summary.

The .overriding concern of the curriculum in earth and space sciences

is meeting the needs of the diverse student. In pinpointing the realities

of instituting new geology pt:Ograms, Dennison,(1972) describes the danger

all the earth.and spaee sciences may confront in developing curriculum:

"Almost invari.ably, rather than reflecting a genuine concern about the

educational mix of an idea, faculty discussion of curricula reflect open

or thinly veiled concern about senior faculty or teaching assisistanyobs,

departmental power on campus, or potential enrollments in departments.

A very real pressure exacts to increase the popularity of introductory

geology even if quality is jeopardized" (p. 4).

METHODOLOGY FOR THE CURRICULUM STUDY*

Sample

The first step in studyisng the..urriculum in 'two-year colleges waS

to assemble a representative sample of Colleges. The technique used in

this study produced a balanced'sample of 175 two-year colleges. (See

Appendix h for a list of participating colleges by region.) An earlier

stud-, ionducted for the' Nalional Endowment for the Humanities by the

Center for the Study of Corrounity Colleges had already assembled a sample

of colleges balanced by college control, region, d size. Using this

samplo a'. the initial group, the presidents of these colleges were also

revited to participate in the National Science Foundation funded study.

A.ceet.mtes were received from 144 of these colleges.

4fOr d complete methodology of this study, see Hill and Mooney, 1979
ifr
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At.th1s poirt a matrix was drawn with cells representing.nine,college
'size categories for each of six regions,of the country. Using the 197? Com-
munity, Junior Mid Techn1cal*Co1e9e

Directory_ (AACJC., 197), the ideal b-iak-,
down for a 175-co1lege sample was calculated. The remaining 31 colleges
were selected by arraYinn all Colleges 4n the underrepresented cells and
randomly selecting the possible participants. Table 1 shows how close'our
sample is to the percentage of the nation's two-year college population.
The list of participating colleges is found in Appendix A.

Table 1

Percentage EireAdown of 175-College Sample Compared to
National Percentages by Size, Region and Control

Size by Enrollment

1,- 500- 1,000- 1,500- 2,500- 5,000- 7,500- 10,000- 15,000499 999 1,499 2,499 4,999 7,499 9,999 14,999 plus

, National
Percentage 15 18 13 17 17 8 5 5 4

Sample 13 16 13 17 19 9 ra 6 4

\ Region

Middle Mid- Mountain
Northeast States South West Plains West....*

, National

Percentage 7 13 32 21 10 17

Sample

National

Percentage

Sample

6

Public

84

84

12 31 22 13 16

Type of Control

Private

13

16

16
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Procedure

College catalogs and class schedules for the 1977-1978 dcademic year

were obtained from each of the.175 participating colleges. (A list of

participating colleges by region may be found in Appendix A.) The eurric,

ulum phase of the Ooject utilized a unique system for analyzfng, classi-

fying and reporting the course offerings. The Course ClassificatTon System

for the Sciences (CCSS)*'in Two-Year Colleges wa0 developed specifically

for this project to deal with science,courses in terms of both the unique

features of the two-year colleges and the traditional- science disciplines.

The general structure of this system and the procedure for classify,

ing a courseare briefly destribed here as a preface to the detailed

description of the categories within earth and space sciences. Based

upon the catalog course description, each science course listed in the

catalog was placed into one of six major curriculum areas: agriculture,

biologic,al sciences, engineering sciences and technologies; mathematics

and computer sciences; physical sciences; and social and behavioral sci-
.

ences. These areas were chosen because they closely reflect the instruc-

tional administrative organization of two-year colleges as well as the

organization of national,and international science agencies, such as the

National Science Foundation.

The seccind level of classification was executed primarily.by the

major subjec4 field disciplines within the broad'area. Courses were in-

cluded within this'classification scheme based on their content and in-

tended audience (e.g., major field, degree objective).

The earth and space science categories within physi.cal sciences are
-a

organized as follows:

Geography

Introductory and General
World and Regional
Physical
Cultural
Economic and Political
Environmental

Cartography, Photogrammetry, and other map-retated

set. Hill and Mooney (1979) for the complete CCSS system.

14
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Geology

Antroductory and Ge ral
Regional lnd Field,
Physical
Historical
Mineralogy
Paleontology
Environmental
Geomorphology

Interdisciplinary Earth ann Space Science
Astronomy
Meteorology and Climatology
Oceanography and Limnology

Appendix B contains more detailed descriptions of each classi cation.

Independent study courses and courses notCarrying college credit were

omitted from this study.

After all the'science courses were classified, class schedules for

the 1977-1978 academic year were inspected, and the number of sections

offered.(day, e.ening, and weekend credit courses) fortpch term-were*
determined. Prerequisite requirements anA instructional mode (e.g.,

lecture, lecture-laboratory) were also ascertlined from the catalogs.

1St.

RESULTS

Earth and Space Offertngs,

Earth and space sciences account for five percent of the total sci-

ence curriculum tn the 1977-1978 academic year compaeed ttitwo percent of

science Courses reported in the National Science Foundation Study (1969)

conducted in the 1966:1967 academic year (Table 2), Geography accounts

for 39 percent of the earth and space, sciences; geology is the next

largest area, comprising 30 percent of these.courses. Astronomy has a

14 percent share, followed by interdisciplinary courses, meteorology

and climatology, and.oceanography and limnology in rank order (see

Table 3 and Appendix C for further elaboration).

Eighty-four percent of the colleges Surveyed listed at least one

earth and space sciences course in their catalog. Seventy-four percent

listed geography, which exceeds the 48 percent figure obtained by the

15
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Science'Instruction

Table 2

in the Two-vear Colleges, 1977-18 Academic Year

Type of Course

.Percent of
Colleges
Listing This
Type Course

Percent of Colleges
'Listing This Type
Course in Class

Percent of
total Science

Percent of Totcl
Science Sections
Listed on Schedule

Lecture Laboratory

(n.49,275). (n.16,550)

Schedule Listed on
Schedule
(n05,084)(nm175)(ni,-175)

Agriculiture and
Natural Resources 67 61 6 3 6

Biology 100 100 13 11 33

Engineering 87 86 20 11 \ 30

Mathematics and
Computer Sciences 99 99 22 33

Chemistry 97 97 8 5 \ 17

Earth and Space 84 79 5 4 4

Physics 91 89 6 3 10

Interdisciplinary
Natural Sciences 93 89 4 3

Anthropology and
Interdisciplinary
Social Sciences 79 67 3 3

Psychology 99 6 12

Sociology 100 100 4 8

Economics 99 99 4 6



C
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Table 3

Earth and Space Sciences in t.le Two-Year t;olleges, 1977-78 Academic

Type of Coukg

Percent of
Colleges
Listinglhis
Type Course

Pet .tit

Co. :ges
= Listing This
Type Course
in Class

SchiETW

tear*

NIrcent
et Total

Courses
ETifir
on Schedule

Percent f)f Total

Sections Listed oh
Schedule

Lecture Laborato-

Percent
of This

. Type Course
Having a
Prerequisite

(n.2175) (n=171) (n=733) (n=1771) (n658)

Geography 74 65 39 39 13 18

Geology 49 43 30 27 60 40

Interdisciplinary Earth &
Space Science . 25 22 9 10 22

Astronomy 45 37 15 14 8 35

-4 Meteorology & Climatology 19 15 5 4 4 21

Oceanography & Limnology 17 11 6 6 26

Note: 1. 147 colleges (84% of sample)Arlist one or more earth and space sciences in the college catalog.

2. 138 colleges (79% of sample) `fist one or more earth and space sciences in schedules 'of classes.

*For more detailed information on geography and geology see Appendix C.
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PaneJ of Geography .in the Two-Year Col'ege (1970) for the year 1968-1969.

In geography, while physical and world/regional geography have main-

tained their position during the last 10 years as most frequently offered,

introductory/general and e4onomic/pol1tical geography have Oclined

popularity. Cultural geography is more frequently offerej, am! map-related

courses also aCcount for a significant portion of .ttie geography'curriculum

in two-year colleges (see Table J,4).

Physical geulo gy continues to be the most frequently offered geology

courSe, followed by historical geology, introductory/general, and regional/

field. Although All the geology areas except historical geology have

shown increases over the last 5 to 10 years, introductory/general geology

has grown the most. Astronomy shows no change over the last five years,

while meteorology and oceanography are offered by.fewer colleges (see .

Table 4). Perhaps the latter two areas have been incorporated into other

more general courses. .0ne note of caution: The Center data used for

comparison present the number of colleges listing these courses in their

class schedules rather than !ri the college catalog, because the schedules

are closer to the actual course offerings. Roth (1969) and Qutub and

Brehman (1972) do not indicate whether their data represent actually

offered courses or catalog listings. Significantly fewer colleges4Of-

fered earth and space science in 1977-1978 than listed them in their

'catalogs (see Table 3).

Prerequisites

Table 3 also indicates ,the'number of prerequisites expected of

students enrolling in earth and space science courses. Geology has the

most prerequisiteS; historical geology accounts for many of these re-

quirements (74 percent of thi's type of courge have a prerequisite).

Astronomy has the next highest prerequisite requirement (351). Geo-

graphy has the fewest with half of cartography, photogrammetry, and

other map-related courses (51%) requiring a prerequisite (see Appendix

C. TablesC1 and C2, for further breakdown of geology and geography

prerequisites).
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Table 4

Comparative: Studies of Earth Science Offerings

geography Gourses Offered-
Association
of American
Geographers,
1970*

(n=636)

----r--t

Center Study
1977-1978

(n=284)

7

25
21

18
8
2

16

A

Introductory & General
World & Regional
\Physical

\ Cultural

\\\

LcITginc ,Ityitical

\\Carati:grotItyr, lo::graeantetry,
- 1

12

24
?4

12

14

Colleges Offering Geology

Roth:1969

(n=286)

Qutub &
Brehman, 1972

(n=906)

Center StudY
1977-1978

(ns76)

Introductory & General 30 43
Regloaal A Field 25 14 36
Physical 55 65 29
Historiaal 47 50 71
Mineralogy 14 13 47
Paleontotogy
Environmental ,

5 5 -16

7
GeomorpholOgy. 9

4

Astronomy '. 37 37
Meteorology &\Climatology 24

. 15
Oceanography &,Limnology 13 11

*Represents about 65-70% of actu.al number of courses.
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ReolonSizesjad Control

Table 5 snows the distribution of earth and space science by tollege

region, size, and control (the states included.in each region are expli-

cated in Appendix A).' Both size and control eppear to have a direct'

relationship with the number of colleges offering a specific earth and

space tcience discipline; larger'colleges are more likely to have offerings

of every type than smaller colleges. Public colleges offer more courses

in all areas. The number of colleges offering geography and geology

increases as we move west acrois the country. The most offelings in all

areas are in colleges in the West, except interdisciplinary earth and

space,Sciences which colleges in the MidWest anti Northeast are proportion-

ately moreilikely to.offer. The higher number of colleges in the West

offering earth science courses may result more from the predominance of

large colleges (52%) in that region than from regfonal differences.

(See Appendix C, Tables C3 ind C4, for further breakdowns of region,

size, and control of geography and geology ),
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Table 5t

Percentage of Two-Year Coll
. > Offering Earth and Space Sciepce

by Region. Size, and Control*

Noll.-
east

Middle
States

Region 4

Mid-
South West

Mountain
Plains West

Size

Small Medium
41499 1500-7499

Large
>7500

Control

Public Private

Distribution
of the Sample

Geography

Geology

Astronomy

interdis^
ciplinary
Earth Sciences

Meteorology &
Climatology

Oceanography
-A limnology

175

113

6

65

39

26

19

11

18.2

27.3

9.1

27.3

9.1

21

57.1

23.8

38.0

,14.3

4.8 -

54

57.4

29.6

18.5

13.0

7.4

7.4

38

60.5

34.2

23.7

44.7

9.3

3.7

23

65.2

43.5

39.1

13.0

8.7

_

28

89.3

85.7

78.6

25.0

57.1

57.1

....111

72 78

45.8 61.5

23.6 46.2

16.7 33.3

18.1 21.8

4.2 14.1

2.8 14.1

25

76.0

88.0

80.0

44.0

48.0

40.0

i47

66..7

49.0

36.7

26.5

17.9

16.3

28

25.0

7.1

14.3

7.1

*For more detailed information
on grography and geology, see Appendix C.
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PART II

INSTRUCTION

THE LITERATURE

While reports of instructional approaches abound, it remains unclear

whether: any particular teaching methodology is superior to the others.

Yet, constant re:evaluation of course content and instrueitional methodology

goes on, perhaps partly stimulated by Rudelpho's (1972) Obsbrvation that

the antagonism;felt by students toward science "is a harvest of ill will

caused by the unimaginative and lazy teaching of introductory science"

(P. 23).

The choice of instructional methodology depends to some extent on the

goals and ubjectives of instruction. In geology, for example, a survey.by

Tomikel 11972) revealed that the primary goal of undergraduate geological

educators was the development of skills for further academic work. Other

22



goals included the training of employable geologists whose expertise

would not be so easily outdated. Many educators indicate the importance

of teaching the principles of the scientific method of observation and

conceptions of how earth processes work than to encourage fact gathering

and memorization. The-question with regard to instructional techniques

that remains overriding is: How can the guals and objectives of earth

science education be best achieved, given the unique and diverse students

in the two-year college?

One source for the answer to this query is the professional journals

and literature. ,As previoUsly mentioned, the Journal of_Geological_Educa-

tipn periodically publishes listings of resources and references, which

include examples of instructional innovationsle.g.. Wall 14'Wall, 1974,

1975a, 1975b). In addition, the Journal of Geological Education itself

reports on instructional experimentation. Likewise, the Journal of

Geography documents the use of various instructional approaches, The

Panel of Geography on the Two-Year College included appendices with a

bibliography of educational media, plans for geography classrooms, and

listings of maps and equipment for geography classrooms. The Task Group

on Education in Astronom set up by the American Astronomical Society is

a source of information on teaching in astronomy (Hoff & Wenzel, 1973;

Vershuur, 1973). The American Journal of Physics devoted its June 1973

issue to astronomy education. The American Biology Teacher provides a

source of teaching suggestions on oceanography and marine biology.

One of the most frequently discussed instructional approaches is

individualized instruction. The individualized approach (Bybee, 1970)

comes in many forms; self-paced 'learning (Almeida, 1974; Mott, 1978),

audiotutorial approach (Brantley, 1974; Fenner, 1970; Mott, 1977).
7audiotutorial approach with an audiovisual component (Cranson, 1975;

Marlow, 19;...; Sweet. Bates & Maccini, 1971), or Personalized System of

Instruction (PSI) (Riernie & Zeilik, 1976; Zeilik, 1974).

Afso ,j,,nvolved in the individualized approach tradition that in-

cludes the programmed instruction of the 1950s and the development of the

audiotutorial system in the 1960s, is the minicourse or 1nodule approach

23
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(DeAnza, -1974; Fleischee& W9son, 1975; Postlethwait & Russell, 1971;

Romey 4 Dean, 1971; Schmidt & Carpenter, 1975). Postlethwait (1969)

enumerates the advantages.of the minicourse to include not only more

flexibility #or students to' meet their needs and instructors to organize

'their courses, but as an.aid to more specific diagnosis of student weak-

'nesses, as portable.to allow interchange among schools and as easily.up-

dated to accommodate additions to earih and space science knowleAge. Yet,

a drawback to the individualized approach is that the affective factors of

social interaction, which play an important role in education, are neglec-4

ted (Fenner, 1970). The adequacy of two.year college'students'dmtivation,

communication and study skills has also been questioned, since the indi-

vidualiud systems require self-discipline (Davis & Farrand, 1977).

Individualized learning can meet laboratory needs, as well as provid-

ing the subject content for a course (Bybee, 1970). Investigative labora-

tories have bee'n advocated, which relates in part to attempting to stim-

ulate student creativity and critical thinking (Hoff, 1970; Rhodes, 1971;

Romey. 1972b) and in part to a concern over the quality of scientific

ingUir. (Kitts, 1972; Weitz, 1972). In geology, at least, the increase in

Iaboratcries.has tended to shift courO credit values from three to four

units (Tomikel, 1972). In astronomy the laboratory tends to be the plane-

tarium and its effectiveness serves as a subject of much discussion (King

& Breuder. 1977; Kfik, 1973; Ortell, 1977; Reed, 1970; Roberts, 1970).

Other approaches to earth sciences involve the use of television

(Los Angeles Community College District, 1974) and other audiovisual aids

(Moche, 1973). Interdisciplinary courses may combine the earth sciences

to focus on a particular topic, such as the environment (Mork & Alexander,

1975; Stannard, 1973) or may combine an earth science discipline with

another physical science (Brantley, 1974), the sciences and social sci-

ences (Butzek & Carr, 1976; DeAnza. 1974), or the humanities (Geography

ano English, 1975; Moran. 1976).

Students

In 1(172 RoMPy wrote "if science was made completely elective,

- firmly believe,that enrollments in all introductory science classes would
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fall drastically" (p. 44, 1972b). In geology, however, the majority of

students are taking coUrses for the nonprofessional, liberal arts, or

general interest reasons (Bowen, 1972; Henderson, 1974a; Roth, 1969).

A shortage exists in the number of geology majors; in 1967-1968 Roth found

that only 1.8 percent of two:year college students who were enrolled in

geology courses were geology majors.

Enrollment in geology in the two-year colleges tripled between 1961-

1962 (Roth, 1969) 6 over 26,000.students. Tomikel (1972) partly attributes

thir to the employment market; Pauel, Larson and VandenAyond (1969) pre-

dicted future increases resulting from more high school exposure to the

earth sciences as a result of the secondary school earth science curriculum

project (ESCP). With the energy crisis, this situation is heightened

(Henderson,.1974a). The number of women in geosciences appears to be on

the increase; Henderson (1914b) reported a 28-percent increase between

1973 and 1974 compared to a 3-percent increase for men. Over half the

women who major in geology find employment in educational institutions,

mostly as high school earth sciences'te'achers, while men are more likely

to work in industry (Women Geoscientists Committee, 1976). Minorities

are even scarcer; Henderson (1974a) reported that 180 departments out of

more than 400 did not have even one,minority geology major.' Minorities

.accounted for 3.2 percent of-all undergraduate majors in the field.

The Panel on Geography in the Two-Year'College (1970) reports a jump

in enrollment from 48,000 students in 1966-1967 to 62,761 students in

196R-1969 with the addition of 175 new public bwo-year colleges, Broa
(1977) reports on the concern about student attitudes towards geography.

Enrollment figures were not found for the other earth and space .science

disciplines.

METHODOLOGY FOR THE INSTRUCTOR SURVEY

The same random sample of 175 colleges employed in the Curriculum

Study was used in the study assessing instrUctional practices An the

sciences (Appendix A). Each college president who agreed to participate
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In the study was also asked to name a contact person at the.school, who
was given the title "on-camnus facilitator."

All communication and cor-

respordence between the Center for the Study of Community Colleges and

the sample schools was.conducted. through the 175 on-campus facilitators.

Once-thercollege catalogs were obtained from each school, Cen

1

spff

according to the Course Cl ssification Systerii- the111#

read eaci course description in the catalog and put courses '.appro-
priate category

Sciences.*

The next step.in the nrocess involved counting thescience coarse
offerings ie the Fall, 1977, day and evening schedules of classes. jach
college's schedulewas reviewed one section at a time. Using the course
list developed from the college catalog, research assistants could deter-
mine which courses

were properly categorized as science courses for inclu-
sion in the study. Each "s-c..ieRpkt course section was then underlined. A
list was developed for each college showing the courses that were offered
and the number of sections of that course listed in the schedule of
classes.

lndiyidual class sections were sele ed by drawing every thirteenth

sertior in eactrof the six Major science a eas. After randomly selecting
the first college, the System was automatically self-randomizing.

EvPrv thirteenth section pulled off the schedule was recorded on a
checklis.1 for the facilitator at each school. This checklist included
the name of the instructor listed as teaching the section, the course

title, secfion number, and the days and time the class met. A copy of
this checklist was kept at the Center to tally the surveys as they were
rWeived,

A survey form (Appendix 0) for each instructor was mailed to the

campus facilitator, together with instructions for completing the ques-
tionnaire and A return envt.lope addressed to the same facilitator. The
epturn envelope had the instructor's name listed as the return address

and was clearly marked "Confidential.". This enabled the on-campus

*See Hill and Mooney (1979) for a complete report c- the system.
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facilitator to keep an exact record of who had responded without opening

the envelope. This technique guarantees confidentiality to the respondent

while also enabling the facilitator to follow up on the retrieval of

. surveys from nonrespondenes.

Questionnaires were mailedeto 1,683 instructors. Because tOe surveys

were mailed out between. February 20 and April 10, 1978 (after completion

of the Fall term), 114 strveys were not deliverable due to faculty dis-

missal, retirement, death, etc. An additional 77 section had been can-

celled. Of the 1,492 deliverable surveys, 1,275 were returned, a

response rate of 86.5 percent. Questionnaires were retrieved from 100
4,

percent of the faculty samples.at nearly 69 percent of the colleges.

Table 6 shows the relatienship between completed surveys in the different

disciplines and the total number of classeseceions offered in these-dis-

ciplines' in .the 1977-1978 academic year.
1.

RESULTS

Of the 1,275 responses, 46 were from earth and space science in-

structors. The relationship between the distribution of earth and space
' science sections'in academic year 1977-1978 and the responses of earth

and space science instructors to our class-section survey is shown in

Table 7.

Students.

Earth and space sciences courses tend to be slightly larger than the

average science courses. According to the instructor survey an average

of 33.5.students initially enrolled and 25.9 (77.3% of students who en-

rolled) completed the earth and space science sections surveyed in

Fall 1977, compared to 31.8 average initial enrollment and 25.3 comple-

tion (78.9% of students who enrolled) in the total sample. The other

physical sciences, chemistry and physics averaged 27.1 initial enroll-

ments hut had a higher completion rate of 22.4 students or 82.7 percent.

The literature indicates a concern to promote women in the earth and

space sciences. Our enrollment and course completton data indicate that
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Table 6

Percentage of Instructor Surveys'Returned from
Each Discipline Compared to the Percentage
of Courses Offered in that Discipline

t..

Discipline
Returns oil the Class
Section Survey% of
Total

(n=1,275)

=11.:1/10./1.1.11.1
77-78 Academic
Year--% nf total

lecture sections
(na49,275)

Agriculture 3.0 3.0

Biology 12.5 10.5

Chemistry 6.4 5.1

Earth/Space 3.6 3.6

Engineering 11.3 11.0

Interdisciplinary
Natural Science 2.3 2.7

Interdisciplinary
Social Science &
Anthropology 2.4 3.0

Math/Computer Science 30.8 32.5

Physics 3.5 3.2

Psychology 11.2 11.6

Sociology 7.4 8.1

Economi,..s 5.4 5.6

INP

te.
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Table 7

Percentage of Instructor Surveys Returned from Earth and
Space Science Instructors Compared to the Percentage

. of Courses Offered if'. that Discipline .

Percentage of Lecture
Sections 1977-78
Academic Year

Percentage of
Responses to
Instructor Survey

Geography 39.5 ...37.7

Geology 26.7 32.6

Other Earth & Space Science
(Inc). astronomy, oceano-
graphy, meLeorology 33.8 30.4
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in comparison to the other physical sciences, chemistry and physics,

earth and space sciences enrolls.more women (14.0 per section compared

to 10.6), and that women htve a slightly higher completion rate in the

earth sciences (77% compared to 76.4% in the physical sciences). Earth

and space sciences have a lower number-of ivomen enrolling in their sec-

tions compared to the sciences in general (41.2% of the enrolled earth

and space students arec.women compared ti 40.8% of the total). In addi-

tion, fewer women complete earth and spa.le science courses than the

average science classes (77% compared to 83%). Participation of men

(59%) in earth and space sciences coumas and completion rates (69%)

are higher than avetage science courses where 50 percent of the students

enrolled are men and 64 percent complete the section, but not as high as

found in the other physical sciences where 61 percent of the students are

men add 85 perceot of the men complete the section.

Virtually all the earth science instructors in our sample (93.5%)

indicated that their course was "parallel to a lower division college

level course at a transfer institution." Over three-fourths (76.1%) of

the respondents designed their courses for transfer nonscience majors.

Both of these findings were higher than responses by the instructors in

any other science field. The earth sciences courses.also tend more fre-

quently than other sciences to be designed for general education for

nontransfer, nonoccupational siudents (30.4%) and for further education

or personal upgrading of adult students (60.9%). A disproportionately

low number of earth science instructors designate their courses for

occupational students.

Instructional Mode

Data obtained from the catalogs and schedules (see Table 8) indicate

that instructional modes in geology are distributed fairly evenly over

lecture only courses (27%), lecture-laboratory courses (31%), and courses

that include a field component (36%). Lecture courses (79%) predominate

in geography; lecture-laboratory courses (15%) represent the only other

sizeable type of instructional approach. Map-reading courses tend to
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Table 8

Percentage of Courses of This Type by Instructional
Mode (by percentage)

Lecture
Only

Lecture-
Lab

Lecture-
Field

Lecture-
Lab-Field

Lab

Only Other

Astronomy 55 13 15 2 16

Geography 79 15 4 1 1

Introductory A
General 100

-World & Regional 93 1 5 3
Physical

. , 77 15 3 2 2
Cultural 94 2 2

Economic & Political 100
Environmental 57 28 14
Cartography, Photo-
grammetry, &
other map-related 29 65 4 2

4
Geology 27 31 11 25 6

Introductory &
General 38 31 10 13 8

Regional & Field 33 20 30 17
Physical 19 36 4 30 9
Historical 16 35 5 37 7

Mineralogy 22 44 17 , 17
Paleontology 38 25 38
Environmental 62 12 12 12 .
Geomorphology 33 33 33

Interdisciplinary
Earth A Space
Sciences .56 31 4 , 2 6

Meteorology & %

Climatology 68 15 3 6 6 3
'If

Oceanography &
Limmology 45 33 12 7 2

31
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include the heaviest preponderance of laboratories, which corroborates a-

trend noted b, 1hodes.(1971). More than half (55%) of the tstronomy

courses are lecture courses with the other courses nearly equally dis-

tributed between 14ture-laboratory, laboratory-only, and.courses with a

field component. Meteorology and climatology are generally taught,throUgh

lecture sections (68%) with some courses including laboratory (15%) and

some including field components (9%). Oceanography and limnology courses

are mostly lecture (45%), a third include laboratory, and nvrly one-

fifth (19%) have field work associated with them. The analysis did not

indicate any significant use of individualized approaCh, but this may

have just not been listed in the catalogs and schedules.

pse.9! Class Time

The Instructor Survey asked the faculty about the percent of class

time they devoted to certain activities (see Table 9). Since lecture

sections were sampled, it is not surprising to find that virtually all

instructors devoted time to their own lectures. For the earth and rpace

scientists, lectures acc6unt for approximately half of class time (53.8%)

which is comparable to the social sciences (51.3%), but more than the

physical sciences (39%). The other most frequently reported class activ-

ities were class discussion (84.4%).and quizzes and examinations (89.1%).

The use of media is similar to that of the social scientists, while the

use of Quizzes and examinations more closely resembles the testing prac-

ticec of the chemists and pnysicists. The earth science instructors.are

more likely to include field trips among their class activities (32.6%)

than their physical sdence (2.4%)-and social science colleagues (8.6%).

Thirty percent or more of the earth science instructors indicate use of

laboratory activity. Although this activity is heavily used by the

physical scientists, generally the earth science instructors are slightly

more likely to devote class time to laboratory practical examinations and

\quizzes.
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Table 9

Allocation of Class Time Reported by Science
Instructors (by percent)

. . 0
Earth & Space Other Physical . Social

Sciences Sciences Sciences
(n=46) (ne127) (n7-337)

Devoted Class Time to:

Their own lectures 97.8

Guest lectures 17.4

"Student verbal presentation 10.9

Class discussion 84.8

Viewing/listening to media

Simulation and naming 4.3

Quizzes and examinations

Field trips 32.6

Lecture/demonstration
experiments. 30.4

Laboratory experiments
by students 37.0

Laboratory practical
examinations and quizzes 2R.3
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Yse of Instructional Materials

Over 70 percent of earth and space science respondents used the fol-

lowing instructional materials: films (82.6%); slides (82.6%); maps,

charts, illustrations, and displays (86.9%); three-dimensional models

(78.3%); overhead projected transparencies (71.7%); and scientific in-

struments (71:7%). Their use of slides exceeds their social science and

physica) science colleagues, although the agriculture and.biology in-

structors also indicate heavy use of them.

Nearly two-thirds of the earth science (65.8%) insteuctors develop

their own slides. Except for the use of films, earth scientists resemble

'their physical science colleagues more closely in the use of these teach-

ing aids. In addition, nearly one-tibrd of the earth science respondents

indicited use of single concept film loops (32.6%), filmstrips (30.4%),

'and audiotapes/slide/film combinations (32.6%).

The Instructor Survey queried stience faculty concerning their use of

reading materials. Earth and space science was no exception among sci-

ence disciplines in its heavy reliance on textbooks; virtually all earth

and space science instructors used them (97.8%). The aVerage number of

pages required (362) falls between the reading loads required by the

social scientists (388) and the physicalscientists (283). More than

three-quarters of the earth science instructors (78.3%)0 compared to

62 percent of the other science faculty, use syllabi and handout mater-

ials. More than half of this instructor group (58.7%) use laboratory

materials and workbooks, whicn falls short of the biology (80%) and

physical science (8i.9%) requirements of these materials. Approximately

one-quarter of the earth and space science instructors included collec-

tions of readings (23.9%) and journals and/or magazines (26.1%) in course

readings.

Gradiru Pract.ices

Eighty-seven percent of the faculty utilized ABCOF grading, and ten

percent employed ABCO/no credit; pass/fail grading schemes were not

employed. The physical scientists (82.7%) seem to adhere more strictly

I.
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to the traditional ABCDF system than'the social scientists (73.9%).

The earth scientists rely heavily on pick score objective tests for

grade determinations; 82.6 percent of the sample count this type of test :

for more than 25 percent of student grades, and earth sciences Was the

only discipline where all instructors used objectiVe tests for student

evaluation. Essay examinations are used by over half of these instructors

(60.8%), and more than one-third count participation in class discussion

(37%), papers written outside of class (39.1%), homework assignmaints

(41.3%), and laboratory reports (34.81) in grade determinations. Fewer

earth science instructors include regular class attendance as fin evalua-
.

tion criterion thin any other faculty group.

Earth science instructors make more use of multiple response as 'a

testing technique than anyi.other science discipline (89.1%). Around

40 percent of the instructors frequently use completion (39.1%) and essay

questions (41.3%).
a

DesyqAtudert CoTpetepsies

It is important to understand what student abilities earth science

instructors evaluate. The emphasis is not on mestery of a skill as it is

for chemistry dnd mathematics insliructors; only 21.7 percent of the earth

science instructors consider this r,very important"-coMpared to 70.7 per-

cent of the chemists and 87.5 percent of the mathematicians. Acquaintance

with concepts of the discipline is considered very important by 87 percent,

of the earth science faculty. The recall of specific information and

understanding the significance of certain works is important to virtuilly

all the earth science respondents; it is very important to over half

(52.2%). as is the ability of students to synthesize course contents.

cpurseGoals

The Instructor Survey tIttempted to ascertain instructors' course

goals by asking them to select qualities they want their students to

achieve. Table 10 compares the responses of earth science instructors

with their physical science and social science colleagues. The lack of
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Table 10

Instructors' Course Goals

Response to Question: Of the Four Earth 81 Other Social
Qualities Listed Below, Which One Did Space Physical Science
You Most Want Your Students to Achieve? Science Science

(ne46) (.n=127) (n-337)

First set of four

Understand interrelationships between
science and society 65.2 20.0 43.6

Understand scientific rewarch and
literature

3.9

Apply principles to solve quali-
tative and quantitativ2 problems 28.3 67.5 .48.4

Proficiency in lab methods and
s techniques 6.5 9.0 1.2

Second set of four

Relate knowledge to real world
systems 58.7 31.5 .I.8

Understand principles, concepts of
the discipline 30.4 59.1 25.2

Appreciate/understand scientific
method 6.5 4.7 <1>
Gain hands-on field experience
in pr&ctice 4.3 3.9 1.5

Third set of four

Learn to use tools of research in
science 6.5 10.2 3.6

Gain qualities of mind useful in
further education 19.4 29.9 22.6

Unders.tand self 32.3 <1> 29.7

Develop the ability to think
critically 38.7 22.3 43.3
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emphais on appreciating/understanding scientific method among those

surveyed in the CerAer's study contradqts Holland's (1971) conclusion.

Earth science instructors were the highest of any group of science faculty

in desiring that students "gain qual!ties of mind useful in further.educa-

tionl and among the highest in desiring students to "understand the inter-

relation between science and societk (58.7%). This finding supports

the results of Tomikel's survey (1972). His finding indicating the em-

phasis on employability relates to the number of earth science instructors

who express concern in students developing the ability to relate knowledge

to real world systems (S8.740

q,

Compared to other science areas, earth science instructors responded

that out-of-class activities were strongly encouraged. Not many required

attendance at these activities, but they were recommended. Among the

activities 9uggested were on-campus films (591, television programs (58.7%),

outside lectures (54.3q, field trips (56.5), and museums/exhibits (47.8%).

vorg
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PART III

THE.FACULTY_

LITERATURE

Since earth and space science courses seldom warrant a full-time

instructor in any area of specialization, it is not surprising that Roth

(l969) found 60 percent of two-year colleges have a one-instructor de-

partment. The result is that the earth science instructor often teaches

suhiect without the benefit of adequate professional training equival-

ent to a major or minor (Panel on Geography in the Two-Year College,

1970: Roth, 1969). The Panel found that for 40 percent of instructors

geooraon.: conituted 40 Percent of their teaching load; for 29 percent,

more than fql percent of their load. Mayer (1914), reviewing requirements
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1 .in earth sciences
teacher preparationiprograms found little progress inadoption of national

recouvendatiohs for an interdisciorinary apprOch.
.Murton (19(8) characterized the twb-y ar college

geography instructor asa "crusading loner" and, often a "pecia gical greenhorn."
. In 1969 one-tenth of the geograpny

instructors were part-time (Panel
on Geography, 1970); in Roth's (1969) tudy 18 percent of the schools had

in geologyI
only d part-time instructor

. Women fate obstacles. As men-
tioned previously, over half the womeil geologists find employment in
educatton, mostlY.at the high schooyevel

(Women Geoscientists Committee,1976) and women astronomers also entounter obstacles in their profession
(Women astronomers face obstacles,'in profession, 1975)./

Most geology and geography ;Instructors have master's degrees (Panel on
Geogranhy, 19741; Qutub h BrehT6n, 1972: Roth, 1969). One-third of the
geography instructors have line graduate work, although less than one-
tenth have a doctorate.

Forty percent of the instructors report a majorin geography, one-tenth a minor (Panel
on Geography, 1970). Around 20

percent of two-year college geology instructors have earned a doctorate
(Outub & Brehman, 1972; Roth, 1969). These researchers also found a large
Percentage of the instructors

did not major in geology, Roth (1969) re-
Porting one-third and Qutub and Brehman (1972), 60 percent. Roth (1969)'
also noted that 40 percent of the geology

instructors earned their
degrees more than 10 years ago.

These data suggest the need for continual instructOr updating, a
concern also expressed by the geographers (Panel on Geography, 1970).Roth WW1) found further that only 28 percent of the instructors had
attended a hational Science Foundation Institute, and that their last
attendanie dveraded-five and a half years dyo. Another problem faculty
face. as do(umenfed

in geology ter Roth (1969)
, is inadequate- tearhing

mater'a'N.And lecture and laboratory facilities.

Mt (HOD

lb.. in..truc ter Survey vi elded t,275 respnnses from sciencerust u tcru fqi,,endi; for a (oily of this survevl. Fortv-six



earth and space science instructors responded to questions concern'ig

faculty demographics, activities, and working conditions. The develop-%

ment and distribution of the Instructor Survey are described in the Pre-

ceding section.

RESULTS

Degree Attainment .
I

Nearly 20 percent of the earth and space.scientists (19.6ir1d

doctorates: Although doctorate attainment among this faculty group is

higher than the average (14.), it does not reach the number of earned

doctorates among the other physical science instructors (33.9%). Most

of the remaining earth and space science instructors have master's

detPlees (71.7%), a figure which is similar to both Roth's (1969) and.

Qutut; and Brehman's (1972) findings (see Table 11).

Table 11

Percentage of Instructions at Each Level of Degree Attainment,

Employment Status: and Teaching Experience
. . ...

Earth and
Space Science

(n.46)

Physical
Science

(n.127)

Social

Science

(n.337)

Degree Attainment

Bachelor's 4.3 4.2.

Master's 71.7 64.6 77.8

Doctorate 19.6 33.8 16.9

Employment Status

82.6 78.1 73.3

Part-time 8,7 10.2 16.0

Chairperson/Administrator 2.2 4.7 3.9

Teaching Experience

0-2 Years 10.S 12.6 12.5

3-10 46.6 51.2 60.2

Over 10 Years 41.3 45.7 20.8
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piptoyment Status.. and. Teachila Experience

Earth and space science.has the highest percentage of full-time faculty

(82.6%1 of any other science
discipline, although over three-quarters of

all the physical science instructors are full-time. The earth and Space

science instructors tend to be among the most experienced instructors;

41.3 percent have taught at the two-year college over 10 years (Table 11).

Course Materials

Virtually all the earth science instructors had at least some say in

the choice of course materials, and 82 percent had total say. Yet, these

instructors were a bit more dissatisfied than their science colleagues

with textbooks (40% expressed desire to change), lbboratory materials and

workbenks (37%), reading collections (27%), and syllabi and handout Mater-

ials (20%). Faculty satisfaction levels have decreased since the National

Science Foundation (NSF) study (1969), conducted in 1966-1967; which

indicated that 83 percent of the earth science instructors were satisfied

with the textbooks used; 56 percent,of the earth and space science

respondents to our Instructor Survey reported satisfaction with textbooks.

The dissatisfaction does not appear attributable to faculty control over

choice of materials. Textbooks may be unsuiteble for d number of reasons:

reading levels of students are declining and this may affect their ability

to use existing textbooks, the expectations of the textbook material in

terms of student science preparation may no longer match the student

heterogeneity, and the increase and changes in earth and space science

knowledge'may render the textbooks obsolete.

Use of_Support 5enjces

The availab,lity of support services Can be an important factor in

providing an effecti7e course. Our data ipdicate that earth science

instructors generally h

(

ve more clerical assistance, test scoring facil-

ities, and lihrarv/bihl ographic assistance available to them than other

physical science instructions.
Two-thirds of the earth science faculty

have media production asOstance, and over half have tutoring services
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available. Although this assistance is not fully utillzed, earth scienceinstructcrs do tend to make more use of available
resources, particularlyclerical help and tutors (see Table 12). Further
investigation would benecessary, to determine if the available

assistance was appropriate forfaculty needs. The discrenandY
between availability of services andtheir USP indicates

that the services
provided may not have been entirelys ui table.

iharkinal.pnditions.

Faculty were asked to indicate what it would take to impirove theircourses. Table 13 lists
responses to this question. Over half the earthscience instructors

indicated their desire for students
better able tohandle course material (56.5%) and availability

of.more media (56.5%).These responses provide further evidence of the need to realign earth andspace science
instruction to meet diverse student

abilities, learningstyles, and motivations.

Corroborating Roth's (1969) conclusion of 10 years ago that morecontinuing education is needed, almost half of our sample indicated thatinstructor release
timewould contribute tg course improvement. Morethan one-fourth of the earth

science respondents
also desired lirofessionaldevelopment opportunities for instructOrS (30.4%), better laboratory

facilities (30.4';.), and more clerical
assistance (28.3%). Earth scien-tists are not As concerned about smaller classes as their social sciencecolleagues nor about stricter

prerequisites as their physical sciencecolleagues

4 ?
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Table 12

Availability and Use of Support Services

Support Service

Assistance Aiailabie

Earth & Space Physical
Science Sciences
(n.46) (n.127)

Social
Science -

(n.337)

Assistance Utilized

Earth & Space Physical
Science Sciences
(n.40) .. (n.127)

Social -

Sciences
(n.337)

Clerical help 87.0 83.0 87 80 69 76
Test scoring facilities 76.1 54 56 \39 18 34

\,..Tutors
54 55 40 35 24 25

Readem
11 14 20 2 9 5

Paraprofessionals 20 22 6 11 6
.,

0.
(.... Media production 67 70 73 48 36 50

Library/bibliograPhic
assistance 76 67 75 60 16 50

Laboratory assistants 35 53 87 33 48 - 6



Table 13

Percentage of Responses to Question: Although
This Course. May Be Very Effective,

What Would Make it Better?
(Check All That Apnly)

7

Item (in rank order)

Earth &
Space
Science
(n=46)

Physical
Sciences
(n=127)

Social
Sciences
ln=337)

Students better prepared to handle
course material 56.5 40.2 53.1

Al;ailability.of more media 56.5 23.6 45.7

Instructor release time 48.0 44.9 40.9

Professional development opportunities
for instructors 30.4 24.4 31.2

Better laboratory facilities 30.4 39.4 12.2*

More clerical assistance 28.3 18.9 19.3

Smaller classes 19.6 20.5 38.0

Mor.t, interaction with colleagues/
administrators 19.6 18.1 22.6

More reader/paraprofessional aides 13.0 20.5 15.7

Stricter prerequisites 10.9 44.9 22.8

Less than 10% responded to the following items:

- less interference from colleagues/administrators

. large classes

- more freedom to choose materials

changed course description

- different goals aqd objectives

w.ostly attributable to psychology.
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PART IV

SUMMARY AND REDOMMENDAtIONS

This section includes a summary of the most important findings
concerning earth and space sciences from the.Center for the Study of
Community Colleges' study of curriculum and instruction. Several recoar
mendations ahe also made that bear on the implications of.the data.

.The Center for the Study of Community Colleges undertook its study
of science education in the two-year colleges to document the current
curricular structure and instructional practices in the various fieldsof study. Data were gathered in the 1977-1978

academic year, including
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ikelassification scheme and information on frequency of course offerings,

course prerequisites, and instructional modes. In addition, an instructor

Survey provided data on the types of instructiOnal methodology and mater-

ials utilized by two-year college earth and space science instructors.

Earth and space sciences, composed of geology, geography, astronomy,

oceanography, and meteorology, constitute five percent of the two-year

college curriculum. Although this is a small percentage, it reflects an
.-3

increase from the two percent found by the National Science Foundation

(1969) ten years ago. Clearly, the issues under the purview of the

earth and space sciences, such as those concerning energy resources,

establish its importance beyond its size as an academic discipline.

The Earth and Space Science Curriculum

An important question emerges in considering the state of the earth

science curriculum in the two-year college. Do the earth and space sci-

ences respond to the unique characteristics of the community college?

At the outset of this monograph the distinctive features of the two-year

college were identified as the diversity of college missions, the heter-

ogeneity of the student Populaticn, and the nontraditional student course-

taking patterns. AlthoUgh'parallels between two-year coilege earth science

programs and four-year college programs indicate that.earth sciences still

cling to their transfer function, the data do indicate an increasing aware-
.

ness of the two-year college's uniqueness.

Geography comprises nearly 40 'percent of the two-year college earth

science curriculum, geology 10 percent,.astronomy 15 percent, followed

by interdisciplinary earth sciences and space sciences (7%), oceanography

(6%), and geology. The growth in introductory/general geology, however,

indicates that geologists may be directing more attention towards the

nonmajor student who dors not requi(ethe degree of specialization

needed by the transfer Major student. In geography the domination of

physical and world/regional geography continues with an increase in

cultural,geography. Map-reading courses represent a significant share

of tha geography curriculum, perhaps indicating student needs for more
A,
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technical skills. Astronomy is offered,,by 37 percent of the colleges

surveyed, a percentage that *ears relatively stabie. The decreases in
colleges offering meteorology,and oceanography may indicate that these
subject areas do not warrant detailed treatment, but may better be offered
as part of more general courses.

The large colleges, colleges in the West, and public colleges tend to
offer the greatest variety of earth science courses. The dominant college
characteristic to consider is probably college size, since ovdr half of
the:colleges in the West are large, and few of the private colleges are
large; thus, it is only when a college has a large pool of students that
moh specialized courses are justified.

Otherwise presentation of the
most central earth science themes may suffice for the two-year college
Population.

(N.
Approximately 30 percent of earth and space science courses require a

prerequisite; of thise geology has the highest proportion. The question
geology must ask is whether prerequisites are warranted or whether they
unnecessarily perpetuate the student image of geology as a difficult
subject (Wilson, 1969). Prerequisites may also be weighed against the
faculty concern expressed in the instructor survey over students'eability
to handle course materials.

Instructional Practices

Data derived from the Instructor Survey support the emphasis on trans-
fer curriculum. While 94 percent of the surveyed instructors "port
their course parallels "a lower-dfYision college level course at a trans- '
fer institution," over three-quarters of the instructors designed their
courses for transfer nonscience majors. Yet, significant percentages of
these respondents also viewed their courses as designed for nontransfer,
nonoccupational students and for students who seek further educational
or personal upgrading. The emphasis on the nonscience major indicates
the extent to which a single course adequately serves diverse students.

Enrolling an average of 33.5 ctudents per section', earth kcience
classes tend to be larger than other science sections. Student completion

4
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rates are comparable to other sciences, although fewer women tend to en-

roll and complete earth sciences .then average (the'sample included social
0

sciences and biology, which enroll more women than the physical sciences).

Data on the instructionalirde of the courses, obtained in the Cur-

riculum Study, suggest that althdugh lecture courses predominate, the

laboratory plays an important role in earth sciences. Laboratory sections
Y

account for only four percent of totai science laboratories, but,they are

included in nearly one-quarter (22%) of the earth science classes. Labor- .

atories are used in all the various diAciplineS considered, although in

gedgraphy they are mostly confined to map-related courses. Field exper-

iences are often included in geology (25%) and to som6\extent in astronomy.

,(l5%) and oceanography and limnology (l2%).

Other-than-lecture class time is devoted,primarily to class discussion

(85% of*the respondents), viewing medii (8011,), and quizzes and examina-

tionst (89%). As already indicated, field trips (33%) are more likely to

be included in earth science c urses than in-social or physical science

4%
0

cours'es. Of the media presente , by this faculty group, 83 percent use
.do

* slides most heavily and nearly two-thirds make their own slides. Earth

science faculty also report frequent use of films (83%), maps, charts,

illustration, and displays (87%), three-dimensional models (78%), over-

head projector transparencies (72%), scientific instruments (72%).

Earth science,inseructbrs rely hevily on textbook% (98%) and syllabi/

handouts (78%) for reading material. This variety of instructional

material represents an effort to hnpart information which may appeal to

varied student learning approaches.

Earth and space scientists in the two-year.college rely on the more

traditional grading practiCe of ABCDF (87%), with a few using ABCD/no.

credit! (In) rathr than pass/fail'grading schemes. Objective tests

provide much of the basis for.grade determination; 83 percent use this

evaluation method for more than 25 percent of the cou/se grade. Earth

science instructors use multiple response questions more than faculty

in any other science discipline. In assessing student competencies,

II acquaintance with concepts of the discipline" (87%), "understanding

48
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.the significance of certain works" (67%), and "synthesizing course con-.

tent"''41,2,!)care.viewed as very important, although the recall of specific

information was also cohsidered very important by over half the respon-

dents. The data did not indicate thecprecise balance between cpnceptual

and specific knowledge that the instructors wanted to transmit to their

stUdents.

The instructor goals reflect a generafeducation focus. Gwr half

were concerned that their students achieve "qualities of mind uful .for .

further education," an onderstanding of "the interrelation betw en sci-

ence and society," and*the'ability to "relate scientific knowleedge to

real'world systems-," Goals involving gaining more technical 6cpertise

were not as often selected as important. In line with the general ed07

cation, real world focus earth science instructors recommend a variety

of out-of-class activities, films, television programs, lectures, and

field trips.

g;

Earth Science Faculty

In addition to the items dealing with instructional practices,

questions in the Instructor Survey allovl us 6 derive a proffle of iwo-

year college earth science instructors. This faculty inCludes a rela,

tively high percentage of individuals with doctorates (20%), who are

mostly full,Itime (83%), and among the most experienced,two-year college

teachers (41% have taught for over 10 years). hey are slightly More

dissatisfied with textbooks and other reading material than their science

coLleagues, although virtually all of them had at least 501TO say in the

selection of the materials. Most of these instructors have support

services available to them, including cleAcal services, media assistance,

test scorers, and librlry and bibliooraphic assistance; yet, these

services are not maximally utilized,' indicating they may not be totally

adequate.

Earth science instructors rank the need for students better prepared

to handle course material and the availability of more media first

(56.5%) as most important in courie improvement. This is followed by

49
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instr..ator releJse time (48-!.), professional development opportunities

for instructors (30.4t), and better"laboratory facilities (30.4%).

Combined with the faculty dissatisfaCtion with reading materials and

support services, these items seem to Indicate waysof more effectively

dealing with diverse student abilities, learning styles, and motivations.

The 'evter study indicates the attempts to cope with the multiple missions

nf the two-year college in course design. When this task is combined with

thq sciehtists' need to continually update their knowledge, the two-year

college earth and space scierce instructor is faced with a formidable

challerge.

Recommendatiops.

Iv light of the findings of the Center's study the following recom-

mendation.; are made or reiterated for college administrators, curriculum

planners,41eounselors, researcher; and policymakers to support the faculty

c.ourse. vAloper in addressing two-year college students' needs for

eartn And %nate science education.

iyow. of Student; who enroll in earth sciences should be

identith,d aqJ courses designed concomitant with their aspirations and
nop!.

research on instructional materials suitable to differ-

ent Ivirnillq anoroa(l*.s and to students with academically deficient

skir.. dpd.

p,,,.,Ileatioo of tran,.ter courses, which tend to be technical,

the...-tit.1:. and somewhat abstract, should be supplanted by more non-

1,, applied, and relevant courses for students not majoring in

le e ,0ace science discipline, such as interdisciplinary courses.

'0,r,00k eublishers need to produce materials consistent with

t,ve,, and competenkjes.

p ,,ri..,nte themes can he included in non-earth

ir tho form of modules ur short courses.

N.tn.e0,1,, (Loy-se; can serve as d veKicle to present earth and

- o' (Imiliwity interest (noncredit courses were



not considered in our study but must be considered in light of the growth

of this Area in the community college, see Copeland, 1975).

7. The factors that contribute to faculty meeting the needs and

objectives of two-year college students include a combination of relevant

preservice pedagogical 6-aining; professional development opportunities,

and faculty initiative. The college administration can encourage the

latter two items through offering faculty fellowships, instructional

development grants, summer pay, release time, or sabbatical time.

8. The professional development of faculty should be promoted to

keep them curre t about new developments in the field of hiology. Dis-

ciplinary ass iations can provide information, planning programs, and

inform in4fuctors about special events, new teaching methodologies, and

training opportunities. A two-year college forum may be needed, but,

meagwhile, other publications can continue to provide faculty with cur-

rent information, e.g., the Journal of Geological Education, the Journal

of.Gfpgraphy., and the Journal of College Science Teaching.

Recommendations such as those listed herp are often ignored because of

fiscal constraints. Yet, the urgency of is'sues addressed by the earth and

space sciences demands creative attell!pts to improve its offerings. Stud-

ies, such as the one reported here, need to oe replicated to keep earth

science practitioners aware of the salient issues that need in-depth

treatment. The Center's study can be judged successful if it stimulates

new rrforts by the earth and space scientists to address -i.he unique and

challenging demands of the two-year college.
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APPENDIX

.

V

GEOWIAPHY

. .Includes cOurses an'd O'rograms,dealing with the study of the surface 4

..of 'the earth; it% division'into'continents and countries; and the ,climate,

plants, aniniels--inciuding humans, natural resources, inhabitants, and

fndustries Of the various divisions. Categoiies include physicali

tural, economic, and environmental geography as well as regional geo-

,graphy on any scale, local to world.. Also includes all courses in the

curri-cuum such as cartography, photogrammetry, topographic mapping, end

noncelestial navigation which consider the preparation or interpretation

of maps or aerial,phoVgraphs.,

Introductory and Genewal Geography
World and Regtonal Geography,
Physical Gedgraphy.
Cultural Geography
Economic-and Political Geography
EnvironMental Geography'
Cartography, Photogrammetry, and other Map-Related Courses
Other.Geography Courses

,
NNTRODUCTORY AND GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

The study of geography as a field combining signifidant ideas from physi-
. cal, culturaliand economic geography. Includes both introductory courses

designed for general stpdents and principles courses,.which integrate
topics from.the various subdisciplines of geography for students majoring
.in a social or earth science or closely related field.

WORLD AND REGIONAL GEOGRAOH4

The study of various regions iecluding the geographical environment,
f human activities, land use patterns, resource appraisal and problems of

physical, cultural, political and ecopomic differences. Includes
courses that study the whole world, i'major region-of the.worid, the
United States, a region of the U.S., a state, a local region, and the

/ national parks. Courses are designed for students majoring in a social
ssUence, earth science,.or regional studies program, or students who
6ave a special interest in the region.

<.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
--

The study of the physical features of the earth, including earth-sun
relations; maps; elements and controls of climate; landforms, erosion,
,and deposition; water resources; vegetation associations; and soil types.
Most courses are designed for majors in an earth science or soctal sci-
ence; however, many such courses are used by others to satisfy a general .

education requirement.

CULTU4AL GEOGRAPHY

The study of the cultural elements of the earth includin6 population
distribution, settlement types and patterns, land and resource utilization,
transportation and commerce. Major subgroups are cultural and human
geography but hfstorical and population geography are also included. Most
coutses are designed for majors in a social science or an earth science or
to saLisfy a general education requirement. f 4

K
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY

The study of the principal world economic activities from a geographical
viewpoint, including the national and international util*ation of natural
resQurces, manufacturing, trade, and transportation and related cultural
and natural factors. Also includes the political view of geqgraphy.
Most courses are designed for majors in a social science or business
related field.

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY

Study of the patterns and forms of mankind's changing use of and adjtist-
ments to the earth's environments. Also includes urban and rural gu-
graphy: the study of the sociological, psychological, and econumir
for Pc at work in urban orrural places from a spatial, geographic 'pe:-
spec P

0
CAPTOG APHyPHOTOGRAMMETRY AND OTHER MAP-RELATED COURSES

The sti,d.. and utilization of maps and chart5 including tPE theory and
fune.amentAl techniques of compiling, delireating, anu reproducing carto-
grauhic components, considering layout, design and symbolization; and
cartographic drafting and lettering techniques using a variety of media
and materiells. Includes photogrammetry, the process of making maps or
sca:e drawings by aerial or other photography, and topographic mapping,
tho art of graphically representing on a map the exact physical configur-
ation of a place or region. Also includes the interpretation of maps,
lorial photos, topographic maps and simdlar materials and the use of
may, ir navigation. Includes introductory courses in these fields and
specialired courses for environmental science, forestry, civil engineer-
ing, milit,zry science and related technology students.
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OTHER GEOGRAPHY COURSES

Includes courses not easily placed above, such as travel geography
courses designed primarily for travel industry students, place name
geography, and geographical analysis.

GEOLOGY

Includes courses and programs dealing'with the history of earth and its

life, espetially as recorded in rocks, and encompassing the structure,

composition, origin, distribution and modification of materials upon and

Within the earth. Also includes the application of chemical, phYsical,

mathematical and engineering pririciples to the exploration for and ex.!

traction of economically important minerals from the earth. Classifi-

cation into the categoMes is based on whether the course is general in -

nature, regional or environmentail in approach, physical or historical

in emphasis, or is primarily concerned with a specific subdiscipline' of

geology such as mineralogy, paleontology, Dr geomorphology.

Introductory and General Geology
Regional and Field Geology
Physical Geology
Historical Geology
Mineralogy
Paleontology
Environmental Geology
Geomorphology
Other Geology Courses

INTRODUCTORY AND GENERAL GEOLOGY

The study of geology as d field combining significant ideas from physicalc'
and historical geology such as an introduction to the materials, struc-
tures and processes (e.g., vulcanism, earthquakes, erosion) at work on
and within the earth as indicated by the rock and fossil record. In-

cludes introductory courses eesigned for general or technology students
as well as the principles courses, which integrate tooics from the
various subdisciplines of geology.

REGIONAL AND FIELD GEOLOGY
----.--

The study of the physical and historical geology of a given geogranhical
(e.g. California) or 9eological region (e.g. the Great Basin Province)
including the geomorphology and peolopical record. Includes some locally
oriented courses and others dealing with national narks as well as field
geology courses. Courses are g?nerally designed for students with a
specific interest in the sill-jest or region, rather than to s-atisfy the
science reooirpmpnt for general education or meet a snecific requirement
for a science or tochrology major.
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c.

PHYSICAL 40LPGY.

The study of materials and structures of .the earth, rocks and their min-
eral composition; agents of erosion (rivers, winds, glac iers); and forces
of thange (volcanoes, earthquakes). May include.experience with minerals,
rocks, earth-structures and topographic map inte-.Tretation.' 61lost courses
are'designed for majors in geology or related fields; however, many sUch
courses are used by other students to tatisfy a general education require-men. Includes physically oriented courses designed for engineering,
foreWy, and technology students.

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY

The study of the geologic *history orthe earth and its inhabitants as
indicated by the rock and fossil record. May 'include experience with
fossil life, stratigraphy and sedimentation. Most courses are designed
for majors in geology or related fields; however, seme such courses pre
used by other students to satisfy a,general education requirement.

MINERALOGY

The study of inorganic substances .(e.g. ores) and some of organic origin
(e.g. coal and petroleum) occurring naturally in the earth, including
their physical ot.operties (color, hardness, crystalline structure, etc.)
and their.chemical Composition. May include experience in location and .

identification or ore minerals and gemstones. Includes, courses designed
for science and specific techrulogy majors as well as those designed for
students w4th an avocational type interest in rocks and minerals. Sci-
ence and technology courses in-this category often have some combination
of chemistry, physics and geology prerequisites whereas the interest-.
centered courses do not.

PALEONTOPP

The study of the prehistoric forms of life through the study of plant
and aniral fossils including the morphologic, systematic, and ecological
aspects of invertebrate fossils and the uses of fossils ik stratigraphic
work.

ENV J.IIMMENTAL. GEOOGY

The study of the interrelationships between geologic processes, earth
materials and man including such.topics as geologic hazards (land-
slides, mudflows, earthquakes, etc.), environmental impact of mineral
extraction, mineral resources, and geologic problems related to.massive
urbanization.

%
GE.MORPHOLOGY

th ezcamination of world land-forms and an analysis of their origins and
nature, with emphasis on the.processes relating to their development and
on their envtronmental implications:
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OTHER GEOLOGY COURSES

Includes courses not easily placed above, such as geophysics.

OTHER EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

Includes courses and programs concerned with a descriptive study of the

heavenly bodies, the atMosphere of the earO and the'oceans and other

natural bodies of water as weli as interdisciplinary studies in'volving

any combination of the disci1041nes of astronomy, geography, geology,

meteor916gY, and oceanography. Also includes-courses which emphasize

the applicat.on of Chemistry, physics, and mathematics to an under-

standing of the heavenly bodies, the'atmosphere and the oceans and

technology courses closely related to those sciences. Categories in-

clude astronomy, meteorology and climatology, oceanography and limnology,

plus an interdisciplinary earth-space science grouping.

Interdisciplinary Earth and Space Science
_Astronomy
Meteorology and Climatology
Oceanography and Limnology

INTERDISCIPLINARY EARTH AND SPACE scIou
,

The interdisciplinary study of materials, energy and resources in the
areas of geology (the solid earth and its interior), meteorology and
climatology (the atmosphere), oceanography and limnology (the.hydro-
sphere), geography (the environment of the earth in space and time) and
astronomy (the solar-system and other heavenly.bodies). Primarily in-
cludes introductory courses for nonscience majors with a wide variety.of
combinatfOns of the above disciplines found in the courses.

ASTRONOMY

The study of the heavenly bodies (fixed stars, satellites, planets and
comets), theft- nature, distribution, magnitudes, motions, distances.
periods of revolutions, ellipses, composition, etc. Includes both the
descriptive type introductory courses for nonscience majors and courses
concerned with the application of the principles of physics, chemistry

'and maPiematics tp the study of the heavenly bodies. Separate obser-
vation and instrumentation courses and celestial navigation courses are
included, as are cosmology and extraterrestial life courses. These
.courses are intended primarily for nonscience majorS and students with
strong interests in these areas but are not part of an astronomy major.
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44.

METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY

The study of the earth's atmospheric phenomena, involving the analysis
of weather variations and the regional distributtons of climates over
the surface of the earth. Includes primarily introduttory courses for
nonscience majors although some specialized aviation weather courses
are included.

OCEANOCRAPHY AND LIMNOLOGY
,

The study of the oceans (oceanography) and bodies of fresh water (limnol-
ogy) including the chemical and physical properties and pro.esses of
seawater and fresh water bodies and the water masses, circulation and
measurement techniques.- Includes both thevdescriotive type introductory
courses for.nonscience majors and courses concerned with the application
of the principles of physics, chemistry Andinathematics to the study of
these bodies of water. Separate field and instrumentation courses and
marine technology courses are included. Although some courses include.
.selected biological topicscourses that are primarily marine biology
are placed in the 28 series. These courses generally lack prerequisites
unless they emphasize the application of scientific principles, field
measurement and evaluation, or marine technology.
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Type of Course

APPENDIX C

Table CI
0

_ _

Geography in the Two-Year Colleges, 1977-78 Academic Year

Percent of Percent of Percent Percent of Total ' Percent
Colleges Colleges of Total Geography of This
Listing This Listing This Geography 'Sections Listed Typq Course
Type Course Type Course Courses Listed on Schiaule . Haying a
in Catalo2 in Class otifaidule Lecture Laboratory Prerequisite

Schediffi
(hu175) --5;17g) (nu284) (na699) (na87)

Percent of Cogrces of This
Type by Instructional Mode

lec lab lec- lec- ottkr
only only lab if field

Introductory and
Genera!

MOrld 1 Ratioaal

Phyfical

Cultural

icomovot .oui

voiitical

invironmehtal

CirtngrAphy, Photo-
qr.3..r...try, and

(ther Mao-9e'ated

Other

r

16

40

39

31

24

21

5

12

3n

32

28

12

4

17

2

7

25

21

ls

,

2

16

2

f:

8

21

37

la

5

2

8

1-

0

3

47

2

0

0

47

0

0

16

7

8

5

14

51

100

100

93

.77

94

100

57

29

2
,

2

1

15

2
/

65

5

3

2

213

4

3

2

14

.411t 110 collPoos (741, of sample) lilt one or more geography courses in the college catalog .

ill cnlleoes (65' of sample; list one or more geography courses in schedules of claSses.
.

. _
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Table C2

Geology in the Two-Year
Colleges. 1977-78 Academic Year

Percent of Percent of Percent Percent of Total Percent
Percent of Courses of This

Colleges College% of Totll .' Geology "of This Type ty Instructional Mode
Type of Courise Listing This Listing This Geology

Sections Listed on Type Course
lec lab let- let- lec;.

Type Course Type Course Courses Listed Schedule Haying a
only only lab field lab-

in Catalog in Class oritaiiitile Lecture Laboratory Prerequisite
° field

Scha
(n.175) '717p7M) (n=217) (ne473) (n=392)

Introductory ant;

.Seneral 20 17 18 18 . 16 22 A 8 31 10 13Regional and Field 14 11 13 10 5 35 33 26 30 17
Physical 16 32 32 46 52 26 19 9 3f 4 30
Historical

' 29 6 22 20 15 17 74 16 7 35 5 37Mineralogy 13 7 8 6 5 50 22 44 1r 17Paleontology 6 3 ? 2 1 57 38 25 38Environmental 5 4 4 2 1 .50 62 12 12 12Geomorphology 3 2 1 2 2 50 33 33 33Other
? 1 (41) (0) KI) 100 ,

10C
_Q. 1. 86 colleges (49% of sample) list one or more geology

courset,in the college catalog.
2. 76 colleges (43% ugsample) list one or more geology,

courses in the schedules of classes.

,

.)
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North-
east

Distribution
of the Sample 175 11

Total Geology 76 27.3

Introductory
and General 30 18.2

Regional and
Field 19

Phys1cu1 56

Historical 39

Mineralogy 12

Paleontology 5 7-'

Environmental 7 9.0

Geomorphology 4

Table C3

Percentage Of Two-Tear Colleges Offdring Geology, .

by Region, Size, and Control in 1977-1978

Middle
States

21

23.8

C

23.8

9.5

Region

Mid-
South West

Mountain
Plains West

54

29.6

11.1

38

..14.2

10.5

23

43.5

26.1

28

85.7

35.7

1.9
Sp

13.7 4.3 53.6

20.4 26.3 17.4 85.7

11.1 18.4 21.7 57.1

1.9 2.6 8.7 28.6

1.9 2.6 4.3 /.1
i

-- 5.3 -- 14.3

..... ,10.7

!mall
<1499

Size,

Medium
1500-7499

Large
>7500

Control

Publics Private

72

23.6

8.3

4.2

15.3

'16.7

2.8

1.4

1.4

78

46.2

11.5

15.4

28.2

15.4

2.6 .

2.6

1.3

....

25

88.0

28.0

44.0

80.0

68.0

28.0

8.0

24.0

8.0

147

49.0

17.0

14.3

35.0

23.1

8.8

4.1

13.6

28

7.1

7.1

milb

WM VP
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Table C4

Percentege of Two-Year Colleges Offering Geography in 1977-1978
by Region, Size, and Control

Ncrth-
east

Middle
States

Region

Mid-
South West

Mountain
Plains West

Small

<1499

Size

Medium
1500-7499

Large
>750b

Control ,

Public Private

Distrihution
of.the Sample

Total

175 11 21 '54 38 23 28 12 78 -25 347 28

Geography 113 lei 57.1 57.4 60.5 65.2 89.3 45.8 61.5 76.0 66.7 25.0
Introductory
and General 12 9.1 24.1 18.4 8.7 7.1 13.9 15.4 12.0 16.3 10.7
World and
Regional 30 - 42.9 16.7 31.6 8.7 57.1 15.3 34.6 56.0 31.3'
.Physical 32 WOO* 23.8 18.5 36.8 4.3 78.6 15.3 32.1 64.0 35.4 ....

Cultural 28 19.0 16.7 21.1 17.4 64.3 13.9 21.8 56.0 29.9 3.6
Economic and
Political 12 - 19.0 7.4 15.8 4.3 17.9 1.4 15.4 28.0 12.2
Environmental 4' - - -- 2.6 17.9 2.6 16.0 4.1
Cartography,
Photogrammetr
& Other Map-
Related 17 4.8 13.0 '2.6 30.4 39.3 12.5 14.1 20.0 19.0
Other 7 9.1 4.8 -- 7.1 1.4 2.6 8.0 2.0 3.6
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Center for the Study of Community Cofteges

INSTRUCTOR StIRVEY

;- ..

n

.460-006"

Youicollege is Participatibg in a nationwide study conducted by the Center for the Study of Com-
munity Colleges under a grant from the National Science Foundation. The study is concerned with
the rok of the sciences and technologies in two-year colleges curriculum, instructional practices
and course activities.
The survey asks questions about one of your classes offered last fall. The information gathered will
'help inform groups making policy affecting the sciences. All information gathered is treated as f.

confidential and at no time will your answers be singled out. Our concern is with aggregate instruc-
tional practices as discerned in a 'national sample.
We recognize that the survey is time-consuming and we appreciate youy efforts in completing it.
Thank you very much.

la. Your college's class schedule indicated that in Fall, 1977 you were teething:

(Course) (Section)

If this class was assigned to a different instructor, please return this survey to your campus facilitator
to give to the person who taught this class.

0

If the class was not taught, please give us the reason why, and then return the uncompleted
survey form in the accompanying envelope.

b. Class was not taught because: (explain briefly)

et,

Please answer the questions in relation to the specified class.

2. Approximately how many studenti were initially enrolled in this chiss? Males

Females -r-
3. Approxhnately how many students completed this

course and received grades? (Do not include
withdrawals or incompletes.) Males

Females

14-16

17-19

20-22

23-25
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4. Check ugh of tbe items below That you believe properly dascribes this course:
. a. Parallel or eqUivalent to a lower division co,llege level tourse

at transfer institutioni
%

b. Designed for transfer students majoring inone of the natural
resources telds (e.g., agrieulture. forestry) or an allied health
field (.4., nursing, dental hygiene, etc.) . . .

c. Designed, for transfer students majoring in one of the physical
or biological sciences, engineering, mathematics, or'the health
sciences (e.g., pre.medicine. pre-dentistrY)

C3 3,

d. Designed for transfer students majoring in a non-science area . D 4

e. Designed for occupational students in an allied health area . 0 5
f.Designed for occupational students in a science technology or

engineering technology area

g. Designed as a high school make up or remtdial course 0 7
h. Designed as a general education course for non-transfer and non-

occupational students .. , ... . ....... .. . De
i. Designed for further education or personal upgrading ofadult

students ... , ....... . . . - . ' . .. '. . 0 9
0

0 6

j. Other (please specify): 0 0

Sa. Instructors may desire many qualities for their students. Please select the one quality In the following list of fourthat you most wanted your students to achieve in the specified course.
I ) Understand/appreciate interrelationships of science and 4

technology with society I 01 . 27

2) Be able to understand scigntific research literature 0 2
. 3) Apply principles learned in course to solve vitilitative a-rIciLot ,--__... 3

\_' 1....1 .
quantitattive problems

1
,

4) Devekp proficiency in laboratory methoc4,and techniques of
' the discipline . .... .. . ....i... .. ..

. .

-b.bf the four qualities listed below, which one did you most want your studenta to achieve?
11 Relate knowledge acquired in class lo re9l world systems

and problems

2 Understand the Orinciples, concepts, and terminology of the discipline .

3) Develop appreciation/understanding of scientific methqd .

4) Gain "hands-on" or field experience in applied practice

c. And from this list, which one did you most want your students to achieve in the silicified class.
1 ). Learn to use tools'of researth in the sciences

2) Gain qualities of mind useful in further education

0 4

Dl
0 2

C33
0 4

D '
O 2

3) Understand self 0 3
4 ) Develop the ability to think critically . 0 4

aa. Were there prerequisite requirements for this course? Yes 0 I No 02
b. IF YES: Which of the following were required? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY )

1) Prior course in the same discipline taken in high school I . . tollege4:3 7
2 ) Prior course in any science taken in high school 2 . . collegev

3) Prior course in mathematics taken in high school 0 3 . college D 9
4). Declared science or technology major 0 4
5) Achieved a specified score on entrance examination .

6) Other (please specify) Oe
'79

2

28

29

30

31
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7. Over the entire term, what percentage of class time is devoted to each of the following:

/0

a. Your own lectures . .

b. Guest lecturers *

c. Student verbal presentations .

.

d. Clais discussion 0 .

e. Viewing and/or listening to film or taped media .

f. Simulation/gaming

g. Quizzes/examinations .
h. Field trips . . .

!,

101100....01=1:%

i. Lecture/demonstration experiments
j. Laboratory experiments by students

k. Laboratory practical examinations and quizzes
1. Other (please specify):

4%,

.t4÷4.44,Fleas* a ipertenwages to make
sure tIcy eltreei With total

t

401drIIME%
"41)Im.%14

,TOTAL:

8. How frequently were each of the following instructional media used in this class?

Also check last toox if you or any nember of your faculty developed
any of the designated media for tl is course

100 %

$2/33

64/36

36/37

36/39

- `

-
42/43

44/45

48/47

48/49

50/51

A

52/53

54/55

S.

a. Films

Frequently
used

Dl
b. Single concept film loops 0'
'c. Filmstrips
d. Slides

e. Audiotape/slide/film combinations

0'

0'
f. Overhead projected transparencies \ 0.1

g. Audiotapes, cassettes, records 01
h. Videotapes

i. Television (broadcast/closed circuit )
.

0,
01

j. Maps, charts, illwtrations, displays

k. Three dimensional models . .

0,
0'

I. Scientific instruments . . D'
m. Natural preserved or living specimens

n. Lecture or demonstration experiments
involving chemical reagents or physical apparatus

01

0'
o. Other (please specify): 0'

6 9
3

Occasionally
used

0 2

.02
0 2

0 2

0 2
0 2

0 2

0.2
0 2

02
, 2

02
0'

0 2

A

Developed
by ielf or 0

Never other faculty
used member

0 4

.0 4
0 4 68

0 4

0 4 81

4 62

03.

03
03
03
03
03
. 0 3

03
03
08
0'
03
03

0'
03

58

57,

0 4
0 4
0 4
0 4

63

64

65

66

67

68

04 69

4 70
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9. iv Which of the following materials were used in this-.1.? CHECK VACH TYPE USED. THEN, FOR EACH 'TYPE
ZUSED, PLEASE ANSWER ITEMS 4D. .

A. B. C. D. .

.

.

,

. .

Cheek
Materials
Used

.
How
many
poses in
total
were
students
required
to read?

0
.

,

How satisfied were you
with these materials?

Lo......rem

. How muds say did you iamb .
tbs selection et tbess materials?

Did you .

these
'materials?

v

Total
say

.Selected
them but
had to
verify
with a ,

chairperson
or adman-
istrator ,

.

if ,

Was
member of
a group*
that
selected'
them

.

Somcor
else
selected
them

Would Definitely
like to intend

Weil- change changing
satisfied them . them, Yes No

0 Textbooks
1

.

0 Laboratory
2 materials

and work-
books .

..

1:3 Collections
31 of

readings .

0 Reference
4 books ..

0 Journal
5 and/or

magazine
articles

O Newspapers
8 '

0 Syllabi
7 and

handout
materials

0 Problem
8 books . .

0 Other
9 (please

specify)

16

0 1 0 2 0 3
A

22 t

17 .

0 1 Q z

.. .

. . i
23

[31 2

.

29

4 18

0 1
.

`

24

30
0 1. 7

t

36

" 0 1

42

0 1

48
0 1

,

54

0 1

60

0 1

66

0.1
,

.
' ti 2

.! ,

02
.

' 0 2

EP,

.

2

02

0 2
.

.
0 2

0 2

0 3

CP

0 4

'

0 4

6

, 13-15
.

.

. 0 1. m 2 0 3
19-21

'

.

28

0 1 m 2 NI 3 ,
1 2 3 /

25-27

34 . .

0 2 0 3
. ,

.
,

40

f K

35

-1

0 1 . 2 ri 3 4
31-33

,

41

0 1 , 0 2

47

1 0 3

. -

.,

.3 0 4

0 4

0 4

0 4

I u 2 ,3
37-39

.. 46

0 1 2 0 3

g 52
D l 0 2 D

55

0 1 0 2
43 45

53

01 02

59

0 1 0 2

.

65

0 1 0 2

3
49-51

____
55 57

0 3

,

0 3

Ej 1 2 0 3

64

0 2 0 3
61 63

4

Q

r

4

1.

,
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10. Please indicate the emphasis given to each of the followins student ectMtlis La this class.

a. Papers written outside of class
b. Papers written in class . ..
c.A)uick-score/objective tests/exams

Noi Included Included but
In &tannin*" counted less

student's than 23%
erode " toward grade.0

2

02
. e 0

D '
. 0

d. Essay tests/exams 0
e. Field reports 'a' 4 0 I
f. Oral recitations 0
g. Workbook completion 0 1
h. Regular class attendance

i. Participation in class discussions

. Individual discussionAwith instructor

k. Research reports
1. Non-written projects

m. Homework

n. Laboratory reports
o Laboratory unknowns and/or practical'

exams (quantitative and qualitative),

p. Problem sets
bi
Dl

q.. Other (please specify) 01

02
.02
02
02
02
02

02

02
432

0
02

02
02

1

*. 0

Collated 25%
creators
tOward

" grade

b 3
03

C3 3

El 3
r

87

66

sa

TO

71

03 72

03 73

03 74

03 75

78CP
77;

03 78

03 r. 79

03
a

80

03 12

03 13

03., 14

-11. Examinations or quiries given to students may ask them to demonstrate various ab Sties. Please indicate the
importance of each of these abilities in the tests you gave in this course. (CHECK 0 E BOX, FOR EACH ITEM)

'Very , °

important

a. Mastery of a skill

b. Acquaintance with concepts of thedisipline
c. Recall of specific information

* d. Understanding the significance of certain
works, event% phenomena, and.experiMents

e. Ability to synthesize course content . .

f.. Relationship of concepts to studeht's own values

g. Other (please specify)

1

p
D l
D l

Somew
impo

02 ,

02
02

02
02
02
02

Not
importint

3

0 3

03'

12. What was the relative emphasis given to each type of question in written quizzes and extUininations2
(PLEASE RESPOND BY CHECKING ONE OF ME THREE BOXES FOR EACH ITEM.)

a. Multiple response (including multiple
choice and true/false)

b. Completion

c. Essay

Frequently
used

d. Solution of mathematical type problems
where the work must be shown

c. Construction of graphs, diagrams,
chemical \type equations, etc

f. Derivation of a mathematical relationship

D l

Dl

0

D l

g. Other (please specify): 01

Seldom
used

02
02

02

02
02
02

Never
used

0 3
0
0

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

26

:/
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13. What grading practice did you employ.in tide class? ABCDF DI
ABCD/No credit 02
ABC/No credit 03
Pais/Fail 0 4

Pass/No credit 06
No grades issued . 06
Other 07

(please specify)

10. For each of the following out-of-class activities, please indicate if attendance was required,
, recommended or neither.

29

Attendance
required for
course credit

Attendance Neither
recommended but required nor

not required recommended

a On campus educational type films . 0' 0 2 03 30

b. Other films 02 03 .)1

Field trips to industrial plants. research
,. laboratories El' 0,2 03 32

d. Television pregrams . 0' 0 2 03 33

e Museums/exhibits/zoos/arboretums . 01 02 03 34

I. Volunteer service on an environmental project O 02 03
Out.,ide lectu: :s .

h. Field trips tu natural formation or
ecological area .

t. Volunteer service on education;
community Oruject

0'
01

0 2

0 2

0 2

03

03

36

3'

38

Tutoring ... El 0 2 39

Other please specify): 01 0 2 03 40

15a Was this class conducted as an interdisciplinary course? Yes 0 1 41

No 0'
b. 11. YES. Which other disciplines were involved'

i 6. Were instructors born other disciplines involved ...

(please specify)

4;

43

YES NO

in (oursc planning) 0 1 2

... in team teaching? .

[3 1 0 2 45

... in ofleving guest lectures? .

0 2 46

6



l7a.*Which of these typel. of assistance were available to you last term? CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

b. Which did you utilize? CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

a. Clerical help
c.

b. Test-scoring facilities

C.. Tutors

d. Readers
e. Paraprofessional aides/instructional asSistarts .

f. Media production facilities/assistance

g. Library/bibliographical assistance

h. Laboratoty assistants . .

a. .

Assistance was
available to me
in. the following

c. Other (please specify): 1 El 9 0 9

areas Utilizej
47- 0 1 48- D 1

0 2 0 2

0 3 0 3
'0

..
0 5 0 5 ':

0 8 El 6

0 7 0 7
0 ' D 8

18. Although this course may have been very effective, what would it take to have made it better?
CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

a. Mor e. freedom to choose materials 0 1 49

b. More interaction with colleagues or administrators 0 2 \\1

c. Less interference from colleagues or administrators 0 3
d. Larger class (more students) 0 4
2. Smaller class [35
f. More reader/paraprofessional aides 0 6
g. More clerical assistance 0 7
h. Availability of more media or instructional materials 0 8
i. Stricter prerequisites for admission to class 0 9
j. Fewer or no prerequisites for admission to class 0 1. 50

k. Changed course description 0 2

I. Instruc tor release time to develop course and/
or material El 3

rn. Different goals and objectives 0 4

n. development opportunities for instructors 0 6

o. Better laboratory 'acilities 06
p Student!, better prepared to handle course requirements 0 7

q Other (pleace specify):.... 0 8

'-

7

>

_7
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A

en
Now, jusyk few questions about you ...

19. How -m4y years have you taught in any
two-year college? /

A

. 1.

20, At this college are you considered to be a:

4

a. Less 'than one year 0 1 51

b. 1.2 Years . . ,.., .. .. 0 2
c. 3-4 years , 0 3
d. 5-10 years D 4
e. 11-20 years 4 r N 0 6
f. Over 20 years ri] 6

a. Full-time faCulty member .

b. Part-time faculty member

c. Dep'artment or division chairperson
d. Administrator . . .

e. Other (please specify):

21a. Are you currently employed in a research or industrial position directly related
tb the discipline of this course')

bi IF YES: For how many years?

0'
ID 2

C13
D 4

52

Nes ' .53

No 2

54;

c. )4 ineviousl you had been employed in a related industry or research organization, please indicate the
number of )ears:

22. What. is the highest degree you presently hold? a. Bachelor's

b. Master's

c. Doctorate

. .

4

5E V'

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIGNS

Thank tai tot takinr the time to complete this suney. Please seal the completed questionnaire in the envelope
i. aditressed to the project facilitatorbn your campus and return it to that person. After 'collecting the forms

rom all participants. the facilitator will forward the sealed envelopes to the Center.
1.k. apprek iatc %ow pr()nipt attention and participation in this important survey for the National Science Foundation.

Arthur M Cohen Florence B. Brawer
Principal Investigator Reseprch Director

8
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